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INTRODUCTION 
Category theory has been a fundamental instrument for the semantic 
investigation of functional programming. Starting from the correspondence 
between Cartesian closed categories and lambda calculus, a number of 
relations between formal calculi for computation and classes of categories 
have been investigated. In particular, much interest has been devoted to the 
study of the second order, polymorphic lambda calculus (A,), a language 
defined in (Girard, 1972) (see also Girard, 1986) for proof theoretic 
purposes and, independently, in (Reynolds, 1974) with computer science 
motivations. These studies, leading to the definition of what a categorical 
model for 1, should be, could be roughly classified in two different areas, 
corresponding to two different notions of model, both relying on Lawvere’s 
idea of regarding universal quantification as a dependent categorical 
product (Lawvere, 1978). The first field, whose main representative is 
Robert Seely, seeks its inspiration in the categorical characterization of 
algebraic theories. By borrowing Lawvere’s notion of hyperdoctrine 
(Lawvere, 1970), in (Seely, 1987) a general notion of model for AZ is given 
(external models, say), based on an algebraic generalization of the 
semantics of simply typed lambda calculus in a bidimensional universe of 
Cartesian closed categories indexed over another CCC. In the other area, 
topos theorists, inspired by a result by Eugenio Moggi, have defined 
categorical models for A2 as some internal categories with enough structure 
in a more general environment category. Whether this ambient category 
should be a topos (Pitts, 1987) or a locally Cartesian closed category 
(Meseguer, 1988) or just a category with finite limits (Moggi, 1987), it is 
still open to discussion (see Section 11.7). If we want to achieve a real com- 
prehension of the polymorphic calculi, however, it seems important to keep 
the assumptions to a minimum. For this reason we shall assume an 
ambient category with finite limits and exponents, as in Moggi (1987). 
Another essential motivation for this choice is to present and discuss the 
internal approach as elementarily as possible. Higher order calculi are, 
without any doubt, of great relevance for today’s programming language 
development, and an understanding of their model theory is as important 
a grasp of their syntactic properties. We cannot pretend for this semantic 
purpose, however, a deep knowledge of topos theory. We make a point of 
using only elementary notions of category theory; some knowledge of 
MacLane’s book (MacLane, 1971) is enough. 
In this spirit, the paper is devoted to an “equational” understanding of 
Moggi’s approach (somewhat in the spirit of Coquand and Ehrhard, 1987) 
and to its comparison with Seely’s approach. In order to achieve this, 
Part I offers a detailed introduction to internal categories and their 
relations to indexed categories (externalization of an internal category to 
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an indexed category via the horn-functor and the other way around by 
using a presheaves category). The concepts and results are not new (see, for 
instance, Johnstone, 1977, especially the exercises of Chap. 2; Park and 
Schumacher, 1978; Moggi, 1987), although they have never appeared in 
print with this level of detail and with such an equational flavor (see, in 
particular, the investigation of internal adjunctions and internal Cartesian 
closed categories, Theorem 1.3.7 and the appendix). The presentation is by 
means of equations between arrows in an ambient category with finite 
limits. Although possible (see Lambek and Scott, 1986, for a presentation 
of Burroni’s technique), we decided not to give the equational version for 
the pullbacks, since this would have caused the already heavy notation to 
become unbearable. The equational approach allows us to give an explicit 
definition for the interpretation of second order terms. An internal model 
is characterized by a set of ground equations (that is, equations without 
free variables), thus giving simple conditions for the preservation of the 
model under functor application. 
Building on these grounds, we can compare the two aforementioned 
approaches. Part II introduces the two notions of model and presents, in 
the general framework developed in the first part, the “externalization 
process” that given a model g la Moggi yields a model g la Seely (outlined 
in Hyland, 1988, and described by Pitts, 1987, in a topos framework). 
Moreover, following a suggestion of Bart Jacobs, we show how one can 
go back in a straightforward way, without having to bother with the 
Grothendieck completion, as in Pitts (1987). As final results, we show that, 
by making a full round trip (from an internal model to an internal model 
via an external one, or vice versa), one does obtain equivalent models. 
The last part contains three major examples of models, namely provable 
retractions (Berardi, 1991) inside a PER model, PER inside o-Set (Long0 
and Moggi, 1991), and PL-Categories inside their Grothendieck comple- 
tion (Pitts, 1987). The theoretical study of the internal model allows a deep 
and uniform analysis of their different aspects, ending in an original under- 
standing of them all. Finally, the appendix is an involved study of the 
notions of internal adjunction and internal CCC. 
I. INDEXED AND INTERNAL CATEGORIES 
1. Indexed Categories 
In this section we introduce the basic notions of the theory of indexed 
categories. In order to improve readability, the following exposition is a 
simplification of the usual, and more general, approach. In particular, 
many of the concepts we define up to equality can be defined up to a fixed 
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collection of canonical isomorphisms. In this case, the indexed notions are 
required to satisfy a suitable set of coherence conditions, which play a 
rather marginal role, but on the other hand can easily puzzle the reader 
who is approaching indexed categories for the first time. The reader 
interested in more notions is referred to Pare and Schumacher (1978). 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let CAT be the (meta-) category of all categories, and 
S be a category. An S-indexed c&gory is a functor A: Sop + CAT. 
More explicitly, an S-indexed category A is defined by the following 
data: 
(i) for every object s of S, a category A(s), called the category of 
s-indexed families of objects of A 
(ii) for every morphism f: s + s’ of S, a functor A(f): F(s’) -+ F(s), 
called the substitution functor determined by f, and frequently denoted 
as f*. 
1.2. DEFINITION. Let A, B be two S-indexed categories. An S-indexed 
functor H: A -+ B is a natural transformation from A: Sop + CAT to 
B: Sop -+ CAT. 
Thus an S-indexed functor H: A ---f B is a collection of functors 
H(s): A(s) + B(s), for s an object of S, such that for any f: s -+ s’ in S, 
H(s) o A(f) = B(f) o H(s’) (that is, H(s) of* = f* o H(s’)). 
Given two indexed functors H: A + B and K: B + C, their composition 
Ko H: A + C is defined component-wise (being the composition of natural 
transformations), i.e., (Ko H)(s) = K(s) 0 H(s). The identity id, : A -+ A is 
the identity natural transformation from A to A. 
1.3. DEFINITION. Let H: A -+ B, K: A + B be two S-indexed functors. 
An S-indexed natural transformation z: H + K consists of a natural trans- 
formation z(s): H(s) --+ K(s) for any object s of S, such that, for any 
f: s -9 s’ in S, 
BOA = B(f) 0 T(s’) (T(s)of* = f * 0 T(d)). C-r) 
This definition is more complex than it seems at first sight. Note that 
r(s): H(s) -+ K(s) and r(s’): H(s’) -+ K(s’) are natural transformations, 
while A(f): A(s’) + A(s) and B(f): B(s’) + B(s) are functors. We are 
thus composing natural transformations and functors. r(s) 0 A(f) and 
B(f) 0 r(s’) are natural transformations of the following type: 
T(S)“A(f): Ws)oA(f) -, KING) 
B(f) 0 T(S'): B(f) 0 H(s’) + B(f) 0 K(s’). 
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For definition of S-indexed functors, for any f: s + s’, H(s) 0 A(f) = 
B(f) o H(s’) and K(s) o A(f) = B(f) o K(s’); thus Eq. (t) is well typed. Spell- 
ing out the composition of natural transformations and functors in (i), we 
have that for any f: s -+ s’ in S and any object a in A(s’), 
where the previous equation holds in the category B(s). This situation can 
be summarized in the following diagram: 
H(s’) 
(Vertical) composition of S-indexed natural transformations is defined 
component-wise, that is, given H, K, L: A -+ B, z: H + K, and p: K+ L, 
po r: H + L is given by (p or)(s) = p(s)0 r(s). This is a good definition, 
since for any f: s -+ s’ in S and any object a in A(s’), 
(PO ~M4(Jna, = (P(S) o ~(S))A(fHa) = P(S)A(f,(a) o w4(f)(o) 
= B(f)(~(s’),)oB(f)(z(s’),) 
= B(fMs’),~~(s’LJ = B(f)((~~~)(s’),). 
The next definition introduces the notion of indexed adjunction as a 
straightforward generalization of the usual notion. It is given as a triple, 
instead of as a quadruple, since this version can be more easily generalized 
to the case with parameters. 
1.4. DEFINITION. Let A, B be S-indexed categories, and H: A + B, 
K: B + A be S-indexed functors. (H, K, 4 ): A + B is an S-indexed adjunc- 
tion if and only if, for every f: s + s' in S, 
(i) (H(s), K(s), d(s)): A(s) + B(s) is an adjunction 
(ii) 4s)oB(f)=A(f)oW) (d(s)of*=f*~&')). 
Equation (ii) expresses the naturality of the isomorphism 4 with respect 
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to the index s. The composition in 1.4(ii) amounts to saying that for any 
f: s -+ s’, a in A($‘), b in B(s’), and g: H(s’)(a) -+ b in B(s’), 
i(s) A(f)(O),B(./)(b) (B(f)(g)) = A(f)(WL.b (8)): 
W)[IH(s’)(a), bl 
B(s’LL/’ 




Bb)CB(f) fW)(a), B(f)(b)1 A(s)CA(f)(a), A(f) W)(b)1 
B(s)[H(s) A(;)(u), B(f)(b)] = A(W(fki=IW W-)(b)1 
Definition 1.4 has a straightforward generalization to the case with 
parameters. 
1.5. DEFINITION. Let A, B, D be S-indexed categories, and H: A x D -+ B, 
K: Dop x B -+ A be S-indexed functors. (H, K, 4): A + B is an S-indexed 
adjunction with parameters in D if and only if, for every f: s + s' in S, 
0) <H(s), K(s), 4(s)): 4s) -, B( 1 s 1s an adjunction with parameters 
in D(s) 
(ii) ti(s)~B(f)=A(f)~W) ($b)of*=f*~dW)). 
2. Internal Category Theory 
A category C is small when the collection Mor, of its morphisms is a 
set. Clearly, then, also the collection Ob, of objects of C is a set. More- 
over there are set-theoretic functions DOM, COD: Mor, -+ Obc which 
specify source and target of every morphism, respectively; a function 
ID: Ob, + Mor, which defines the identity morphism for every object; and 
a partial function COMP: Mor, x Mor, + Mor, for the composition. 
Given two morphisms f and g their composition COMP(f, g) = f og is 
defined if and only if DOM( f) = COD(g). The domain of COMP is then 
the set {(f, g) 1 DOM(f) = COD(g)}, that is, the pullback in Set of the 
two functions DOM, COD: Mor, + Ob,. All these functions must also 
satisfy the obvious equations stating the behavior of the identity morphism 
with respect to composition, the associativity law for composition, and the 
rules which specify domain and target for the identity morphism and for 
the result of a composition. Thus every small category may be completely 
described interklly to the category Set, which becomes a sort of “Universe 
of discourse.” The previous discussion, however, has made very little use of 
the specific structure of Set; the only need has been the existence of 
pullbacks, for the correct domain of COMP. In this section we will show 
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that most of the basic definitions of category theory, such as category, 
functor, natural transformation, and so on, can be recast inside any 
category with all finite limits. This amounts to saying that any such 
category is a fairly big universe inside which we can carry out (categorical) 
constructions with almost the same confidence as we do in Set. The 
relevance of this result should be immediately clear: We can use the 
categorical language as a metalanguage, and at the same time we are 
allowed to work in different universes than Set. This possibility of working 
in more constructive categories than Set is crucial for the application we 
aim at, as it is known that the standard set-theoretic interpretation of the 
first order typed lambda calculus cannot be extended to a model of the 
second order calculus (Reynolds, 1984). 
In the following, E will always denote a category with all finite limits. 
Our first step is to mimic within E the presentation, within Set, of a small 
category. Thus the collections of objects and morphisms will be viewed as 
objects of E. 
Notation. We write Xx, Y (instead of the more usual Xx, Y) for the 
pullback of X and Y along morphisms with common target Z; ( , ),, will 
be used as a “pullback pairing” map, that is, given h: W + X and k: W + Y 
such that the due diagram commutes, (h, k),: W + Xx0 Y is the unique 
arrow given by the pullback universality. Pullback projections will be 
usually (although not always) denoted by an indexed, upper case, Greek 
letter 17. 
2.1. DEFINITION. c = (co, cl, DOM, COD, COMP, ID) is an internal 
category of E (c E Cat(E)) iff 
co, ~1 E Ob, 
DOM, COD: c, -+ co 
COMP: c1 x0 c1 --f c, where c, x0 c1 is the pullback of 
DOM, COD: c, -+ co 




Cl x0 Cl - Cl 
COMP 
Cl X0 Cl - Cl 
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(assoc ) 
COMP xo id 
Cl x0 Cl x0 Cl - Cl X0 Cl 
ad x,, COMP 
I 







<IDoCOD, id>0 <id, ID< DOM>o 
c1<j:7Mp “~~;::p 
Cl 
Note that in the diagram (assoc) there is an implicit isomorphism 
between cr x0 (cl x0 c,) and (c, x0 c,) x0 c,; indeed, 
COMPo (COMP x0 id): (c, x0 cr) x0 cr + c, 
COMPo (id x0 COMP): c1 x0 (cl x0 c,) + c,. 
In the sequel this isomorphism will always be skipped in order to maintain 
the notation of a simpler level. 
2.2. EXAMPLES. (i) Given an object e in E, the internal discrete 
category associated to e is le( = (e, e, id,, id,, id,, id,). 
(ii) Let E be a CCC with all finite limits, and let A be an object of 
E. It is possible to define internally to E a category which plays the role of 
the category of retractions over A. 
Let m = A(eva10 (id x eval)): AA x AA + AA be the internal composition 
map (informally: m = A(f, g).gof). Since E has all finite limits, it has 
equalizers. Let then (X, 5) be the equalizer of 
id: A + AA A 




n(eval,, (id x eval)) <id, id> 
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The function m 0 (id, id): AA + AA is 2.. f 0 f, thus the object X represents 
those functions f in AA such that f =fof, i.e., X is an internalization for 
the retractions in AA. X plays the role of c0 in the internal category we are 
defining. Intuitively a morphism between two retractions g and h is a triple 
(f, g, h), where f is a function from A to A such that f = h ofog. In order 
to internalize this definition we use the equalizer (Y, @) of 




Note that mo(mxid)o ([op3, pl, 50~~) is just @g/z.5(h)~f~~(g). 
COD and DOM are obviously defined by 
DOM =p20$ 
COD =p3 0 $ 
For ID, note first that by the definition of 5, M 0 (5, 5) = id o 5 = 5 and 
therefore 
(Ui$.t(h)ofo5(g))o (4, id, id) = 5. 
Thus (%,id,id):XjAAxXxXisanequalizerofp,and~~gh.T(h)ofo5(g) 
and ID: X + Y is the unique arrow such that $0 ID = (5, id, id). Note that 
Finally we must define COMP: Y x,, Y + Y. The idea is that 
(f, g, h) 0 (f’, k, g) = (fof’, k, h). We start defining an arrow M: Y x0 Y-+ 
AA x Xx X such that M((f, g, h), (f’, k, g)) = (fof’, k, h); next we prove 
that M is an equalizer of p1 and 2.fgh. t(h) of0 t(g). Then COMP is the 
unique arrow from Y x0 Y to Y such that II/ 0 COMP = M. 
Our exposition of internal category theory proceeds with the definition 
of internal functor. Again, the intuition of a standard functor helps in 
the understanding of the following definition; a functor F between two 
small categories C and D is a pair of functions in Set, F = (F,, F, ), where 
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Fo: Ob, + Ob,, F, : Mor, + Mar,; moreover F, distributes w.r.t. 
composition and preserves identity. 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let c, de Cat(E). F is an internal finctor from c to d 
(Rc-+d) iff F=(fO,f,) withf,EE[c,,d,,],f,EE[cr,di], and Fsatisfies 












2.4. DEFINITION. The category Cat(E) has as objects the internal 
categories of E and as morphisms the internal functors. Composition of 
functors is defined in the obvious way, that is, given F= (fO, fi) and 
G=(go,g,h F~G=(fo~go,f,~g,). 
For example, Cat(!ikt) is the category Cat of all small categories, i.e., of 
all those categories whose collections of morphisms are sets. 
It is easy to carry out the usual constructions on categories inside 
Cat(E). For example, given c = (co, c,, DOM, COD, COMP, ID), we can 
define the dual category cop = (co, cl, COD, DOM, COMP 0 a, ID), where 
c( = (Zi’,, 17,),: ci x0 ci CI c, xb c,; -Op: Cat(E) + Cat(E) is a functor. 
The product of two internal categories c and d is the category c x d = 
(co x d,, cl x dl, DOM, x DOM,, COD, x COD,, (COMP, x COMP,) 0 fi, 
ID, x ID& where /I is the isomorphism (ci x, ci) x (d, x0 d,) ++ 
(ci x d,) x0 (ci x d,). Clearly, -x -: Cat(E) x Cat(E) --, Cat(E) is a functor. 
2.5. DEFINITION. Let F= (fo, f,) and G= (go, gr) be two internal 
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functors from c to d. T is an internal natural transformation from F to G 
(r: F-+ G) iff r E E[c,, d,] and satisfies 
<~~COD.fi>o 
Cl , 




4 xo d, 
COMP 
,dl 
2.6. DEFINITION. Given two internal categories c and d, Nat(c, d) is the 
category which has internal functors from c to d as objects, and internal 
natural transformations as arrows. Given 6: F -+ G and r: G + H, 
zoa=COMP,o (r, CJ)~: F+ H. 
2.7. EXAMPLE. In this example we define PER as an internal category of 
o-Set (Long0 and Moggi, 1991). PER is the category of partial equivalence 
relations constructed over Kleene’s applicative structure (w, .); objects of 
PER are thus symmetric and transitive relations over w. Remember that 
the partial application : w  x o + w  is defined by m . n = q,Jn), where 
cp: o + PR is an acceptable Gljdel numbering of the partial recursive 
functions. We will use the following notation: 
nAm iff n is related to m by A; 
{n}A = {mJmAn} is the equivalence class of n w.r.t. A; 
Q(A)= {WA I n~dom(A)}, where dam(A) = {n 1 nAn}. 
The morphisms of the category are defined by 
and 
.f~ PERCA, Bl iff f: Q(A) + Q(B) 
In VP (pAp*f((p)A)= {n.p)B). 
Thus, the morphisms in PER are “computable” in the sense that they are 
fully described by partial recursive functions, which are total on the 
domain of the source relation. 
Note that PER is a small category, as the p.e.r.‘s form a set as well as 
their morphisms, thus Set contains PER as an internal category. Though, 
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since a crucial property of PER is that its morphisms are “computable,” we 
are interested to introduce a similar notion in the category of sets, by a 
realizability relation “F-” w.r.t. numbers. 
The category w-Set is defined as follows: 
objects: (A, +) E o-Set iff 
A is a set and +---coxA, st. Va E A3n + a. 
morpbisms: f E o-Set [ A, B] iff 
f:A+B and 3nVaEAVp+Aa n.pkBf(a). 
Notation. n kA _ B f and we say that n realizes f. 
As for PER, each morphism in w-Set is “computed” by a partial recur- 
sive function, which is total on (p 1 p t--A a}, for each a E A. 
It is not difficult to prove that o-Set is a CCC with all finite limits. 
The terminal object is simply (1, +,), where 1 is the singleton set and 
t1 = o x 1. If [ , ] is a coding of pairs of numbers, then (A x B, hA x B) 
is given by [n, m] hA x B (a, b) iff n +A a and m I-~ 6. 
The equalizer off, g: (A, kA) + (B, t-B) is given by ( {a E A ( fa = ga}, 
I-~.), where, for a E A such that fa =ga, n I-~~ a iff n F--~ a. As for 
exponents, let 
[A+B]=({f:A+BI fEw-Set[A, B]},+--,,.), 
where I--~ _ B is given as above. 
There is a simple way to embed Set into o-Set. Let Z: Set -+ o-Set be 
given by 
C(S) = (S +s) with I-~ = w  x S, the “full” relation. 
C is defined as the identity on morphisms, as, by the definition of bs, all 
functions are realized by all numbers. C is a full and faithful functor. 
This embedding suggests how to turn PER into an internal category of 
o-Set (recall that the exponent of A and B in PER is given by 
m(A + B)n e Vp, q(pAq Z- m .pBn . q)). M = (M,, M,, dom”, cod”, id”, 
comp”) is defined by 
( 1) M, = (PER, kM), where kM = o x PER, 
(2) Ml =(WLa A, B)) I A, BEM, n(A + B)n}, bl) where 
m +1 C(n), + B, A, B) iff 4-4 -+ Bb, 
(3) dom”(({n}.,.,A, @))=A, 
(4) cod”(((.}A-8,A,B)))=B, 
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(5) id”‘(A)= <{i>,-,, A, A)), where i= 1x.x is a number for the 
identity function, 
We have to check that M is an internal category of o-Set. It will be easy, 
in view of the set-theoretic nature of its morphisms. Essentially, one has to 
prove that the required morphisms are functions which happen to be 
realized. 
Note first that w-Set[A, 2(S)] = Set[A, S] for any A = (A, hA) in w-Set 
and any set S, since bs is the full relation and, hence, any function in 
Set[A, S] is realized by any index of a total function. Thus the set-theoretic 
functions dom”, codM are also morphisms in w-Set. 
M, is a set of triples: equivalence class, domain, codomain. Since the 
realizability relation in M, is non trivial, one needs to give explicit realizers 
for idM and comp”. Indeed, idM is realized by ix.& the constant 
function equal to an index i for the identity function. As for comp”, 
it is defined, as usual, only on a subset of Mi x Mi , namely where the 
source of the first morphism coincides with the target of the second. In this 
specific case, the required pullback becomes the set of pairs such as 
wm>.4 4 C>, <{n>.+,, A, B))). Then the realizer for compM is b’, 
for b’[n, m] = bnm, where b is an index for the composition of functions, 
an operation which may be uniformly and effectively given over (0, .), 
3. In tern al Presheaves 
We have already remarked that every small category may be regarded as 
an internal category in Set. In Set, however, we are interested not only in 
functors from one small category to another, but also in functors from a 
small category to a large one, and in particular to Set itself, a significant 
example being the horn-functor from a small category to Set. Rather 
surprisingly, it is possible to cope at the internal level also with this 
problem, by means of the notion of internal presheaf. 
If F is a functor from Cop to Set, then the component Fob of F is a 
collection (F(c)} of sets indexed on objects of C. Such a collection can be 
regarded as a function pO: X-B Ob,, where X= {(c, m) 1 m E F,,(c)} and 
p,,(c, m) = c. Then Fob(c) % pi ‘(c). Now, given an arrow f: d + c and an 
object (c, m) EP;‘(c), define a function p, by pi((c, m), f) = (d, F(f)(m)). 
The function p1 describes the behavior of F on morphisms. Note that 
p,( (c, m), f) is defined if and only if cod(f) = pO(c, m) = c; thus the domain 
of p, is the pullback 2 (in Set) of pO: X + Ob, and cod: Mor, + Ob,; let 
l7, : 2 + More and Z7, : Z + X be the associated projections. Note that 
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(1) P~(P~((c, m), f)) = po(td F(f)(m))) = d = domU) = 
dom(flA(c, ~1, f‘)) 
(2) P~((c ml, fof’) = (4 W-~.!-‘)(m)) = (4 Kf’NWNm))) = 
p,((d’, W‘)(m)), .f’) =P,(P,((G mh fh f’) 
(3) pl((c, ~1, id,.) = Cc, m), 
that is, more concisely, 
(i) p,op,=dom~L7,:Z-+Obc 
(ii) p,o(id,x,comp)=p,o(p, xgidMorC): Xx,Mor, xOMorc+ 
Mor, 
(iii) pi 0 (id,, ID 0 p0)0 = id,, 
where x 0 denotes pullback product, and ID: Ob, + More is the function 
that takes an object c to id,. 
Conversely, given a small category C, and a triple (X, pO: X-r Ob,, 
pi : Xx, Mor, -+ X) which satisfies (i)-(iii) above, it is possible to define a 
presheaf F: Cop + Set by letting 
Vc E Ob, F(c) = PC ‘(cl 
Vj-EC[C’, c], Vde F(c) W)(d) = p,(4 f). 
Equation (i) states that p, (d, J’) is in F(c’), indeed c’ = dam(f) = 
dom(Z7,(x, J‘))= p&,(x, f)), and thus, by definition of F, F(f)(d) = 
P,(d l-1 E FCC’). 
Equations (ii) and (iii) express the fact that F is a contravariant functor. 
Indeed, 
F(fog)(x) = P,(x, comp(f, g)) by def. of F 
=P,(P,(“Y f)7 g) by (ii) 
= F(gb,(x, f)) by def. of F 
= F(g)(W-K~)) by def. of F 
and 
F(id)(x) = p,(x, id) by def. of F 
= x by (iii). 
3.1. DEFINITION. X is an internal presheaf on c E Cat(E) (XE Psh(c, E)) 
iff X= (X, pO, p,), with 
p*: X-+Cg 
p1: xx, c, -+ x where Xx, ci is the pullback of 
p0 : X -+ c0 and COD: c, -+ cO, 
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and X satisfies 
PI xo id 
As in the diagram (assoc) of Definition 2.1, the source of the second 
diagram here has an implicit isomorphism between the two pullbacks 
(Xx, cl) x0 cI and Xx, (cI x0 cl). 
EXAMPLE. Let CE Cat(E), and let e be an object of E. The constant-e 
diagram is the internal presheaf (e x co, snd: e x co -+ co, id, x DOM: 
ex c1 +exc,). Note that exe, is the pullback of snd: ex co-co and 
COD: c1 -+ co. Moreover the previous morphisms satisfy the conditions of 
Definition 3.1, since 
(0 snd~id,xDOM=DOM~snd:exc,+c, 
(ii) id, x DOM 0 (id, x COMP) 
= id, x (DOM 0 COMP) 
= id, x (DOM 0 ZZ,) 
= id, x DOM 0 (id, x J7,) 
= id,xDOM~(id,xCODxoid):exc,xoc,-+exco 
(iii) id, x DOM 0 (id,,,,, ID 0 snd), = id, x DOM 0 (id, x ID) 
= id exro;exco+exco, 
the apparent mistyping in the last string of equalities being fixed by remem- 
bering that (exc,)x,c,=exc,. 
The intuition behind the previous definition is that of a collection, 
indexed by c, of objects e. Indeed, consider the case of an internal category 
643/99/l-2 
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C in Set (i.e., a small category) and let E be a set. Applying to C the infor- 
mal “externalization” outlined at the beginning of this section, we obtain 
Vc E Ob, F(c)=p,‘(c)=Ex {c} 
VfE C[c’, c], V(e, c) E F(c) 
F(f)(e, c) = pl((e, c), f) = (e, DOM(f)) = (e, c’). 
Another major example of presheaf is given by the horn-functor: 
3.2. DEFINITION. Let CE Cat(E). The internal horn-functor horn,. is the 
presheaf (c,, pO, pr) on cx cop, where 
p. = (DOM, COD): cr + c0 x c0 
p, =COMPo (P~oZZ,,,COMPO(~~X~P,))~:C, xO(cI xc,)-+cr 
(informally, p, = Afgh. h 0 f 0 g), 
and the pullback is given by 
Cl x0 (Cl x Cl) 
n2 
- Cl x Cl 
HI 
I 
COD x DOM 
Cl 
(DOM, COD) , I 
co x co 
The interested reader will wish to check that this indeed defines a 
presheaf, by proving that the three diagrams of Definition 3.1 commute. 
3.3. DEFINITION. Let X= (X, po, pr), Y= (Y, (TV, a,) be two presheaves 
on c E Cat(E). 9 is a morphism of presheaues from X to Y (q: X -+ Y) iff 
n E E[X, Y] and the following diagrams commute: 
We can then define the category Psh(c, E) having as objects the internal 
presheaves on c E Cat(E) and as arrows the morphisms of presheaves 
defined accordingly to 3.3. The following definition gives the possibility of 
composing an internal presheaf on c with an internal functor F: d + c, 
yielding a new presheaf on d. 
3.4. DEFINITION. Let X= (X, po, p, ) E Psh(c, E), and let F: d--t c 
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be an internal functor. The pullback of X along F is the presheaf 
F*(X) = (Y, rrO, cl) on d defined as follows: 
Checking that this is a good definition is a non-difficult diagram chase. 
In particular, the first equation is already in the second diagram of Defini- 
tion 3.4, while the others can be obtained by exploiting the universality of 
the first diagram above, and the equations for internal functors. 
Suppose that the internal presheaf X “internalizes” the functor 
G: Cop + Set (and F: d + c is an “internalization” for F: D + C). Then 
G(F(a))= {xEXI po(x)=fO(a)}= {YE Y 1 oO(y)=a), by definition of 
the pullback for, Y, and if h: a + b, G(F(h)) = lx E F(b).p,(x, f,(h)) = 
ilx~F(b).a,(x, h) by definition of cr. 
All the definitions given so far were directed towards the following 
crucial notion, which will enable us to define the concept of internal 
Cartesian closed category. 
3.5. DEFINITION. (F, G, 4): c + d is an internal adjunction from c to d, 
iff F is an internal functor from c to d, G is an internal functor from d 
to c, and 
4: (Fx Id;P)* (horn,) -+ (Id, x GOP)* (horn,) 
is an isomorphism between presheaves on c x doP. 
The definition of adjunction in 3.5 is easily generalized to the case with 
parameters. 
3.6. DEFINITION. (F, G, 4): c -+ d is an internal adjunction from c to d 
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with parameters in a, iff F is an internal functor from c x a in d, G is an 
internal functor from sop x d in c, and 
4: (Fx IdzP)* (horn,) --) (Id,. x GOP)* (horn,) 
is an isomorphism between presheaves on c x a x doP. 
The following theorem gives an “equational” characterization of internal 
adjunctions, showing that, like external ones, they are characterized by 
some (internal) universal arrows (unit/counit) given uniformely over the 
collection of objects. The equations (i) and (ii) in the statement of the 
theorem are the internal versions of the usual relations expressing an 
adjunction by means of units/counits. 
3.1. THEOREM. Every internal adjunction (F, G, 4): c -+ d is fully deter- 
mined by the following data in (a) or (b): 
(a) - the functor G: d + c, 
- an arrowf,:c,+d,, 
- an arrow Unit: cO -+ c, such that DOM 0 Unit = id, COD 0 Unit = 
lhOfO~ 
- an arrow 4-l: Y+ X, 
where X and Y are respectively the pullbacks of 
(DOM, COD): d, -+ d, x d,, f. x id: co x d, -+ do x do 
(DOM, COD): c, + co x co, id xg,: co x d, --f co x co 
and moreover the previous functions satisfy the equations 
(i) (PO, COMPo(g,oZ7,, Unit~p,~p,),),~~-‘=id~ 
(ii) ~-l~(~o,COMP~(g,~~,,Unit~~,~~o>o)o=id,; 
(b) - the functor F: c + d, 
- an arrow go: do -+ co, 
- an arroM1 Counit: do + d, such that DOM 0 Counit =fo 0 g,, 
COD 0 Counit = id, 
- an arrow 4: X-t Y, 
where X and Y are respectively the pullbacks of 
(DOM,COD):d,-+d,xd,, foxid:c,xdo-+doxdO 
(DOM,COD):c,+coxco, idxg,:c,xd,+c,xc, 
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and moreover the previous functions satisfy the equations 
(i) (pb, COMPo (CounitopZopb, fi oZ7,),),o~=id, 
(ii) ~o(pb,COMPo(Counitop,opb,f,on,),),=id.. 
Proof See Appendix. 
We are finally ready to define internal Cartesian closed categories. 
3.8. DEFINITION. An internal Cartesian closed category is a category 
c~Cat(E) with three adjunctions, the third one with parameter in c: 
(1) (0, r,an):c+l, where 1 is the internal terminal category; 
(2) (d,x,<, B):c+cxc, where d is the internal diagonal functor; 
(3) (x, C , I, A):c+c, where this adjunction has parameters in c. 
3.9. EXAMPLES. (i) In Example 2.2(“) 11 we defined the internal category 
Ret, E Cat(E) of retractions on a generic object A of E, where E is any 
CCC with all finite limits. We now prove that if A is a reflexive object, that 
is AA <A, then Ret, is Cartesian closed. 
Let AA <A via (in, out). Then it is known that t < A and A x A <A. 
Call these retractions (in’, out’) and (in”, out”), respectively. 
Let us begin with the internal terminal object in Ret,. The idea is that 
every constant function is a terminal object in a category of retractions. 
Since t < A via (in’, out’), in’: t -+ A is a point of A, and thus we can take 
in’0 out’: A -+ A as the constant function we 
c=/l(in’oout’op,): t -+ AA is the point in A A 
internal terminal object t,: t + X is defined by 
are looking for; moreover 





XY jA id :AA 
A.fi/ 
We leave it to the reader to check the soundness of the previous definition, 
as well as the definition of internal products, and we pass to considering 
exponents. 
The first thing to define is the arrow [ , I,,: Xx X+ X. The idea is that, 
given two retractions f, g, their exponent is the retraction [f, g], = 
na.in({(g)oout(a)o<(f)). Let 
H=l(f, g)1a.in(<(g)oout(a)o<(f)): (XxX)x A +A. 
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c 4 id 
X-A- + AA  
Vf I 
The function EVAL: Xx X-r Y is the internal Counit of the adjunction; it 
takes two retractions f and g, and gives a morphism EVAL,, from the 
retraction [f, g10 x0 f to the retraction g (where x O is the internal 
product on objects). More specifically, if 
E=l(f, g)h: [f, g&x, f.out(FST(a))(SND(a)):XxXxA+A 
(where Aa: h.M is shorthand for ia. [h(a)/a]M, and FST, SND are the 
internal projections) 
E, = A(E): XxX+ AA 
E,= xoo(C , lo,pj):XxX-+X 





















Informally ,4 works on tuples of the kind (f, g, h, (r, f  x,, g, h)) wheref, 
g, h are retractions and r is a morphism from f x0 g to h, that is, r: A --+ A 
such that r=horof x0 g. 
Let Curry(r)=ly.in(llz.(roin”)(z, y)): A-+ A. 
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Curry(r) is a morphism from g to [f, h],; indeed, omitting for simplicity 
the function l: X+ AA, we have 
[f, h],~;ly.in(lz.(r~in”)(z, y))og 
=Aa.in(h~out(a)~f)~~y.in(Az.(r~in”)(z, g(y))) 
=Aj~.in(h~Iz.(roin”)(z, g(y))of) 
= Ay. in(lz. (h 0 r 0 in”)(f(z), g(y))) 
=i2y.in(Az.(h0r0fx0 goin”)(z, y)) 
= Ay.in(Az. (r 0 in”)(z, y)). 
Let Curry = ir.,Iy.in(lz.(roin”)(z, y)): AA --, AA. Then 
F=(Curryop,o$oZ7,,idx[, ],oa):U-+AAxXxX. 
But we have already verified that 
and thus there exists a unique morphism F: U + Y such that F= I++ 0 F. 
Finally A = (s, F),: U-, W. 
(ii) This example continues Example 2.7, where we defined PER as 
an internal category M of the category o-Set. We still need to check that 
the internal category M of w-Set is an internal CCC. Quite in general 
observe that, in order to “internalize” a categorical construction, as we did 
for the category of retractions, say, one has to turn implicit set-theoretic 
functional dependencies into morphisms of the intended global category E. 
For example, consider the map A which gives the internal natural 
isomorphism for Cartesian closure. Externally, ,4 is implicitly indexed by 
objects a, b, say, and the map u, b I- A,, is simply a function in Set. The 
internal version only requires that the map ,4, depending also on a, b, be 
a morphism in E. 
The result that M is an internal CCC of w-Set then follows by the unifor- 
mity and effectiveness of the argument for the Cartesian closure of PER. 
Namely, one only has to observe that eval,,, is realized by any index e of 
the partial recursive universal function (and hence we could set eA,B = e in 
the example). Thus, not only eval,,, is realized, but the construction is 
internal to o-Set as it depends on A, B by a constant function (or e is 
independent of A, B). Similarly for AA.s, since it is uniformly realized 
by any index of the function s of the s-m-n (or iteration) theorem, 
independently of A, B. 
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4. Externalization 
In this section we define the process of externalization of an internal 
category via horn-functors (Park and Schumacher, 1978) which corre- 
sponds, essentially, to the Yoneda embedding. Since for any object e of E, 
the horn functor [e, -1: E + Set preserves pullbacks, it transforms an 
internal category 
c = (co, c, , DOM, COD, COMP, ID) E Cat(E), 
in a small category, that we shall denote [e, c], obtained by applying 
[e, -1 to each component of the internal c. Fix now c E Cat(E) and 
apply the Yoneda embedding Y(d) = [-, d]: EoP -+ Set to each component 
of the internal c. We can then state the content of this section concisely: 
Since the Yoneda embedding is full, faithful, and finite limit preserving, it 
preserves the internal notions of category, functor, and natural trans- 
formation. (In the language of 2-category, Y induces a full and faithful 
2-functor Y: Cat(E) -+ Cat(EoP + Set).) In particular, if c E Cat(E), then 
Yc = [-, c] E Cat(EoP + Set), and for the uniform behavior w.r.t. the index 
e, [-, c] can be also regarded as an E-indexed category, that is, a functor 
EoP + Cat. Moreover, the Yoneda embedding induces also a full and 
faithful functor from Psh(c, E) to Psh( Yc, Cat(EoP +Set)) and thus any 
internal adjunction for c E Cat(E) externalizes to an indexed adjunction for 
[- c]: E’P + Cat. In the next section we show that, conversely, every 
E-indexed category can be regarded as an internal category in EoP -+ Set. 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let c=(c,, cl, DOM, COD, COMP, ID)eCat(E) and 
let e be any object of E. The externalization of c at e is the category 
Cc cl = (Cc, ~~1, Ce, c,l, Ce, DOMI, Ce, CODI, Ce, COMPI, Ce, IDI). 
The objects of [e, c] are the arrows 0 E E[e, c,]. Given two objects (T, T, 
a morphism f: (r + z in [e, c] is an arrow f E E[e, c,] such that 
DOM 0 f = 0, COD 0 f = z. The identity of g is id, = ID 0 (T. Let c2 be the 
object of composable maps of c, that is, the pullback c, x0 c, of COD 
and DOM. Since the horn-functor [e, -1: E + Set preserves pullbacks, 
[e, cZ] is the pullback of [e, COD] and [e, DOM], and [e, COMP]: 
[e, c2] -+ [e, c,] has the expected type. Given two arrows f: c -+ T, g: z -+ y 
in [e, c], their composition by [e, COMP] is g sf= COMP 0 (g, f ),,. 
In case the ambient category E has small horn-sets, the category [e, c] is 
obviously small. 
Note that, if c, de Cat(E), then [e, c x d] z [e, c] x [e, d], and 
[e, cop] g [e, cIop. 
Varying the object e in the previous definition yields a functor [-, c]: 
EaP + Cat; that is, an E-indexed category. 
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4.2. DEFINITION. Let c~Cat(E). The functor [-, c]: EoP + Cat is 
defined in the following way: 
on objects e E E 
on arrows G: e’ -+ e 
c-, cl = Ce, cl 
[-, c](o) = [a, c] is the functor from [e, c] 
in [e’, c] which is defined as [a, c,] on objects 
and as [g, c,] on arrows. 
Explicitly, the functor [o, c] takes every r E [e, c] (i.e., z: e -+ cO) to r 0 G, 
and every g: r + r’ to g 0 cr. 
We have to prove that the previous definition makes sense: 
(1) V/a: e’ + e, [o, c]: [e, c] + [e’, c] is a functor, for 
(1.1) Vr:e+c, 
[a, c](id,)= [a, c](IDor)=ID~zoa=id.~~ 
(1.2) Vf: 6 -+ y, Vg: p -+ 6 in [e, c] 
[I~,cllf@g)=COMP~<f, g)oo 
(2) L-9 cl: E Op + Cat is a functor, for 
(2.1) Ve[-, c], (id,) = I: [e, c] -+ [e, c] (immediate by definition 
of CL, cl) 
(2.2) Va:e+e’, Vz:e’-+e”, [-,c](zo(T)=[-,c](fT)o[-,c](T):[e,c] 
-+ [e”, c], indeed 
(2.2.1) on objects YE [e, c]: [-, c](roa)(y)=y~z~o= [-, c](a) 
(C-3 Cl(T)(Y)) 
(2.2.1) on arrowsg:t+r’in [-,c]: [-,c](zoa)(g)=gor~o= 
r-3 Cl(~NCL cl(r)(g)). 
Note that if c = (c,, ci, DOM, COD, COMP, ID) is an internal category 
in E, then (C-, ~~1, C-, cil, C-, DOMI, [-, CODI, [-, COMPI, 
[-, ID]) is an internal category in EoP -+ Set. 
Definitions 4.3 to 4.7 show how to externalize an internal functor, an 
internal natural transformation, and an internal presheaf, respectively. 
Again these definitions, as well as others in the sequel, are parametric with 
respect to the object e of E. 
4.3. DEFINITION. Let c, doCat( let F= (fo, f,): c--t a’ be an internal 
functor, and let e be an object of E. The functor [e, F]: [e, c] + [e, d] is 
defined as [e, fo] on objects, and as [e, fi] on arrows. 
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That is, the functor [e, F]: [e, c] -+ [e, d] takes every object o in [e, c] 
to fooa in [e, d], and every arrow g: (T -+ r in [e, c] to f, og: 
(fooa) + (fo~7) in Ce, 4. 
4.4. DEFINITION. Let c, dE Cat(E), let F= (fO, fi ): c -+ d be an internal 
functor. The E-indexed functor [-, F]: [-, c] -+ [-, d] is the natural trans- 
formation defined thus: for every object e of E, [-, F](e) = [e, F]. 
We must prove the naturality in e of the previous definition; that is, for 
any 0: e’ + e, 
[e’, F] 0 [CT, c] = [o, d] 0 [e, F]. 
We have, for any object r of [e, c] (i.e., r: e -+ c,), 
Ce’, f’I(Ca, cl(~)) = Ce’, f’l(to~) by def. of [a, c] 
= fo o7oa by def. of [e’, F] 
= [IO, dl(fo~~) by def. of [a, d] 
= Co, dl([e, F](T)) by def. of [e, F]. 
4.5. DEFINITION. Let r: F --$ G be an internal natural transformation, 
where F, G: c + d. The natural transformation [e, r]: [e, F] + [e, G] is 
defined as the homonymous function [e, z]: [e, c,,] + [e, d,]; that is, for 
every object (T of [e, c], [e, z](g) = r 0 0: (foe cr) + (g,o O) (where the last 
“typing” is in [e, c] ). 
We omit the straightforward proof that the previous definition makes 
sense, that is: 
(1) Ce, Al: Ce, f’l(o) -+ [e, Cl(a) 
(2) for every h:fJ-+y in Ce, cl, Ce, Gl@) @ Ce, Al = 
Ce, 71(y) @ Ce, F](h). 
4.6. DEFINITION. Let 7: F-, G be an internal natural transformation, 
where F, G: c + d. The E-indexed natural transformation [-, 71: [-, F] -+ 
[-, G] is defined thus: for any object e of E, [e, 71: [e, F] --f [e, G]. 
We can now attack presheaves and their morphisms. 
4.7. DEFINITION. Let X = (X, pO, p 1) be an internal presheaf on 
c E Cat(E). The functor [e, X]: [e, clap + Set is defined by 
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Va E Ce, cl, [e, W(a)= {f@k Xl lh~f=~) 
Vg: T --+ 0 in [e, c], [e, X](g): [e, X](a) + [e, X](T) is given by 
vf E [le, Xl(a) Ce, U(g)(f I= 
~~0 (fi g&E lie, xl(~) 
(note that ~~~Ce,Xl(g)(f)=p~~p,~(f, g)o=DOMo~20(f, g>o= 
DOMog=z). 
Note, by the way, that although we have chosen the name [e, A’] by 
analogy with the previous constructions, in this case the functor [e, X] has 
no longer a direct relation with the Yoneda embedding. The same holds 
below for the externalization [e, ~1 of a morphism of presheaves q. 
We check next that externalizing an internal horn-functor on c x cop, we 
exactly obtain the horn-functor from [e, c]Op x [e, c] to Set. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. Let CE Cat(E) and let horn,.= (c,, po, pl) be the 
internal horn-functor on c x cop. Then, for every e E Ob,, [e, horn,] = 
homTe,r, : [e, c]Op x [e, c] + Set (to within the implicit isomorphism 
[e, cjopmx [e, c] E [e, cop x cl). 
Proof: On objects, let (0, 7): e -+ co x c0 : 
Ce,hom,l((a,7))=(f:e~c,Ipoof=(a,7)} 
={f:e+c,I(DOM,COD)o 
= homce.cl(a, 7). 
f=h7>> 
On morphisms, let (f, g): (0,~) -+ (y, S) in [e, cop x c]. Vh E [e, horn,] 
((y, 6)), i.e., h: e -+ c1 such that (DOM, COD) 0 h = (y, S}: 
Cc hom,l(<f, g))(h) 
=PlO<h, (fy g>>o 
=COMPo (pzof12, CoMPo(id x0 ~~)h,o (k (f, g)), 
=COMPo(g,COMP~(h,f),), 
=g@h@f. 
The next definition externalizes the notion of morphism of presheaves, 
which simply becomes a natural transformation. Proposition 4.10 states 
that the composition of an internal natural transformation with a 
morphism of presheaves (given by the pulling back construction of Defini- 
tion 3.4) externalizes to the composition of the two associated external 
natural transformations. 
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4.9. DEFINITION. Let q be a morphism of presheaves from X = 
(X, po, pl) to Y= (Y, cro, a,), where X, YE Psh(c, E). The natural trans- 
formation [e, q]: [e, X] + [e, Y] (where [e, X], [e, Y]: [e, clap -+ Set) is 
defined in the following way: Vy E [e, c], V’E [e, X](y), 
(note that [e, rll(y)(f)~ Ce, U(Y), since ~~0110f= pOof= Y). 
[e, q] is indeed a natural transformation, because Vg: r + y in [e, c], 
VfE Ce, JJXY), 
Ce, Ylk)(Ce9 rll(Y)(f)) 
= Cc Ylk)(rlof) by def. of [e, q] 
=~,~<ylof~ g>o by def. of [e, Y](g) 
=0 lvxoid~(fy do 
=tl~Pl~(f~ g>o by naturality of 9 
=vo(Ce, UkU”)) by def. of [e, X](g) 
= Cc rll(~)(Ce, UkKf)) by def. of [e, q]. 
4.10. PROPOSITION. Let F: d -+ c be an internal functor, let X = 
(X, po, pl) E Psh(c, E), and let F*(X) = (Y, go, al). For every object e of E, 
the functors [e, F*(X)] and [e, X] 0 [e, F]‘? [e, dloP -+ Set are naturally 
isomorphic, the isomorphism being given by 
VT = &.n,.ng: Ce, F*(WI(T) -+ Ce, X1( Ce, Flop CT)) 
I?, -’ =1-h. (t, h)o: [e, X]([e, Flop (7)) + [e, F*(X)](z). 
Proof. Let us check first that qr and n; ’ have the correct types. 
Bydefinition [e,F*(X)](z)={gEE[e, Y]/o,og=z}.Letg~[e,F*(X)](r). 
Then the following diagram commutes: 
Thus ZZxoge [e,X](foo7)= [e, X]([e, Flop (7)). 
Conversely let he [e, X]([e, Flop (7)). Then the arrow (T, h),: e -+ Y is 
well defined, because pooh = foe T .  By definition of oo, 0~0 (7, h), = 7 
which implies (7, h)oE [e, F*(X)](7). 
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We now prove the naturality of vr and q, ‘. Let k: y + T in [e, dloP; for 
every g E Ce, F*(J31(~) 
Ce, J3Ce3 f’lop (k))(s,k)) 
= Cc7 JXfI ok)Wxog) by def. of [e, Flop and of qr 
=P,O(~xOg>fiok)o by def. of [e, X] 
=P,~~xxofi~<g,kh, 
=~,~~,~(g,k)o by def. of p1 
= fl,o (Ce, f’*(Wl(kNg)) by def. of [e, F*(X)] 
= v,(Cc F*G’)l(k)k)) by def. of q. 
Conversely, for every k: y + 7 in [e, dloP and every h E [e, X]( [e, Flop (z)), 







And since f = (o. 0 f, nxo f ). for every f: e + Y, then 
Cc ~*W)l(k)(s;‘(~)) = (Y, plo (k flak),), 
= <y, Ce, Xl(Ce, Wp (k)P))o 
= qyp’([e, X]( [e, Flop (k))(h)). 
4.11. PROPOSITION. Let (F, G, 4): c + d be an intertial adjunction. For 
every e in E, define Oe=q’o[e,q5]oq-‘, where 
q: [e, (Fx Id,,,)* (horn,)] -+ [e, horn,] 0 [e, Fop x Id] 
tf: [e, (Id, x Cop)* (horn,)] -+ [e, horn,] 0 [e, Id x GOP] 
are the isomorphisms of Proposition 4,lO. 
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Then ([-, F], [-, G], 0): [-, c] -+ [-, d] is an E-indexed adjunction. 
Proof For every object e of E, we have 
homCe.d3C[e, F](-), -I= [e, horn,] 0 [e, F“Px Id] 
2 [e, (Fx IddoP)* (horn,)] 
s [e, (Id, x Cop)* (horn,)] 
z [e, horn,.] 0 [e, Id x GoPI 
= homce,&, Ce, (41. 
via qP’ 
via Ce, 41 
via q’ 
Moreover the previous adjunction is “natural in e,” that is, 
Vf g E[e’, e] @,,Q CL dl(f )= CL cl(f lo@,. 
More explicitly, we have to check that for every f E E[e’, e], Q object of 
[e, c], z object of [e, d], g: (foe a) + z in [e, d], 
@,,(aof, zof NC-, dl(f )1(g)= (C-, c](f)) O~((T, r)(g). 
We have 
@,,(aof, zof XL-3 dl(f J)(g) 
=@,,(~~f,~~f>ts~f) by def. of [-, d] 
=n,o~o((uOf,ZOf),gOf)O by def. of O,, 
= n,Yo+o ((a, t>, g)cl~f 
= (@,(a, Txg))of by def. of 0, 
= cc-, clu-)I @,(O> r)(g) by def. of [-, c]. 
4.12. Remark. It is not difficult to prove that if (F, G, 4): c -+ d is an 
internal adjunction, and Unit, Counit the arrows of 3.7, then for every object 
0: e -+ do in [e, d], Unit 0 0, Counit 0 0 are respectively unit and counit for a 
in the associated external adjunction ([e, F], [e, G], 0,): [e, c] -+ [e, d]. 
5. Internalization 
In this section we show that (small) E-indexed notions correspond to 
internal notions in the topos of presheaves EoP + Set. More precisely, 
EoP + Cat and Cat(EoP + Set) are isomorphic as 2-categories. 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let A: EoP + Cat be an E-indexed category, where all 
the indexed categories are small. The internal category 4 = (do, A I, DOM, 
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COD, COMP, ID) E Cat(EoP + Set) is defined as follows: for all objects e, 
e’ and arrows f: e’ + e in E, 
A,: EoP + Set is the functor defined by 
Me) = ObAc,, 
A,(f) = A(f)ob: 0b.m + Oh/w; 
4, : EoP + Set is the functor defined by 
A I(e) = MorAcej 
A,(f) = A(f),,,: Mor,(,, -, Mar,,,,,; 
DOM: A, + A, is the natural transformation whose components are 
the domain maps in the local categories, i.e., for eE Ob,, DOM,: 
Mor,(,, -+ Oh,,, is defined by DOM (h: r~ -+ z) = a; -e 
COD, ID, and COMP are defined analogously, “fibre-wise.” 
The claimed naturality for DOM COD ID COMP is immediate, since -,-,-,- 
A is a functor. For instance, let fe E[e’, e] and h ~A(e)[a, ~1; then 
DOM I (A(f),,, (h)) = A(f)ob 0 DOM (h). Checking that this indeed --e 
defines an internal category (as zas many other checks, below) is left to 
the reader. 
5.2. DEFINITION. Let A, B be two E-indexed categories, and let 
H: A -+ B be an E-indexed functor. The associated internal functor 
fl= (Ho, H,): 4 --f B in EoP -+ Set is defined in the following way: 
HO: 4, + B, is the natural transformation given by go(e) = H(e),, 
H, : 4 1 + B, is the natural transformation given by g,(e) = H(e),,,. 
The naturality of H0 and H, is an immediate consequence of the 
“naturality” of H: A + B, that is, H(s) 0 A(f) = B(f) 0 H(d). Equations in 
Definition 1.3 easily follow from the fact that for every e, H(e) is a functor. 
5.3. DEFINITION. Let H: A -+ B, K: A + B be two E-indexed functors, 
and let 7: H -+ K be an E-indexed natural transformation. Then the asso- 
ciated internal natural transformation 1: H+ & in EoP + Set is the natural 
transformation z: 4, + B, such that, for any e in E and any a in A(e), 
r,(a) = 7(e), 
Recall that 7: H + K consists of a natural transformation z(e): H(e) + K(e) 
for any object e of E, such that, for any f: e + e’ in S and any object a in 
A(e’), 7(e)Acfjcaj = B(f )(r(e’L). 
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As a consequence, ~(&(f)(a)) = Bl(f)(zez(a)), which gives the 
naturality of 5. 
5.4. PROPOSITION. Let A, B be E-indexed categories, H: A -+ B, K: B + A 
be E-indexed functors, and (H, K, 4): A + B be an E-indexed adjunction. 
Then (H, IC, C$ = 4): 4 + B is an internal adjunction in E Op -+ Set. 
Proof. Easy. 
To complete the picture, we show that in this “internalization” nothing 
is lost. One possible approach to this problem would be to apply the exter- 
nalization process of Section 4 to an internal category 4 derived from an 
E-indexed category A. We could then show that, by externalizing 4 with 
respect to Y(E) (the full subcategory of E Op + Set obtained via the Yoneda 
embedding Y(e) = EC-, e]) we obtain an indexed category 4 # : EoP -+ Cat 
equivalent to A. We can do better, however, since we can directly show 
that the internalization just defined is actually an isomorphism between 
Cat(EoP -+ Set) and EoP -+ Cat and that any adjunction is preserved (they 
are indeed isomorphic as 2-categories). 
5.5. DEFINITION. Let F= (F,, F,, DOM, COD, COMP, ID) E Cat(EoP 
+ Set) be an internal category. Then the indexed category F # : EoP + Cat 
is defined as follows: 
F”(e) is the category with 
objects FO(e) 
morphisms F”(e)[o, T] = {h E F,(e) 1 DOM,(h) = B and 
COD,(h) = z} 
F#(f: e + et) is the functor from F#(e) to F#(e’) defined as 
F,(f) on objects and 
F, (f ) on morphisms. 
The previous definition can easily be extended to functors and natural 
transformations. 
5.6. DEFINITION. (i) Let H = (h,, h, ): I;--+ G be an internal functor in 
Cat(EoP + Set). The indexed functor H#: F# + GX is the natural transfor- 
mation that, for any e in E, yields the functor 
(H,# h = Me) 
Wp# ),,, = b(e). 
(ii) Let H, K: F+ G be two internal functors in Cat(EoP + Set) and 
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let r: H + K be an internal natural transformation. The indexed natural 
transformation z#: H’ + K# is defined, for e in E, as 
z+(e)(o) = r,(a). 
5.7. THEOREM. (i) The two functors 
-: (EoP + Cat) + Cat(EoP -+ Set) 
and 
( )“: Cat(EoP + Set) + (EoP -+ Cat) 
are an isomorphism of categories. 
(ii) Let F, GE Cat(EoP -+ Set), H, K: F+ G be internal functors and 
(H, K,q5): F-+G be an internal adjunction. Then (H#, K#,q4#) is an 
indexed adjunction. 
Proof: Almost obvious. 
II. HIGHER ORDER LAMBDA-CALCULI 
The system II,, or second order A-calculus, was introduced in Girard 
(1972) in order to prove normalization for second order arithmetic. This 
system has received great attention in recent years, mostly from the 
computer science community, from both the syntactic (typing, consistent 
extensions) and semantic (models) points of view. The main novelty of I, 
over the simply typed calculus is the possibility of abstracting a term with 
respect to a type variable, thus yielding “polymorphic” functions. The type 
system is extended accordingly, since it has to be rich enough to provide 
a type for any polymorphic function. This is achieved by introducing type 
variables and allowing a quantification (informally: a product) over all 
types. The type VX:Tp. T is the type of terms that, applied to a type S, 
yield a new term of type [S/X] T; the point is that, among such terms, 
there are some which are themselves of type VX:Tp. T. The type structure 
is thus impredicatively defined, and this is reflected in the difficulty of 
finding sound mathematical models of the formal system. The categorical 
machinery set up in the previous sections will be used to express this 
difficulty in the set of requirements for a given category to be a model. The 
first section introduces briefly the formalism, discussing then an informal 
intuitive way of assigning meaning to terms. 
1. Syntax 
Types and (rough) terms are first defined in BNF. The typing rules will 
pick up among the rough terms the legal ones. 
643199,:l.3 
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Types are built up from type variables, ranged over by X, Y, Z, . . . . terms 
from (term) variables, ranged over by x, y, . . . . 
Type expressions: T := X( T-+ SI VX:Tp. T 
Term expressions: e:=xleeIeT(Ix:T.elAX:Tp.e. 
We use capital letters T, S, . . . as meta variables for type expressions. 
CONVENTIONS. 13, /i, and V are all variable binders. An unbound 
variable x in e is free in e (notation: x E FV(e)). The substitution of a for x 
in e (notation: [a/x]e) is defined by induction, provided that a is free for 
x in e, as usual. 
A context is a finite set r of type variables; TX stands for Tu {X}. A 
type T is legal in r iff FV( T) c r. A type assignment in r is a finite list 
E = (x1 : T,), . . . . (x,: T,,) such that any Tj is legal in r and all the xls are 
distinct variables. 
The typing relation P, E + e: T, where E is a type assignment legal in r, 
e is a (term) expression, and T is a type expression (which will be 
necessarily legal in r), is defined as follows: 
(assumption) r; E6x.T if (x:T)EE 
(+I) 
r; E(x:T)c-e:S 
C Etdx:T.e: T-S 
(-El 
P,Ecf: T-+S r;Ete:T 
r;Ec-fe:S 
TX,E+ee.T 
P, E I- nX:Tp.e:VX:Tp. T 
(if there is no variable in FV(e) whose type depends on X) 
(VE) 
r; E+f:VX:Tp.T r+S:Tp 
r;E+fS:[S/X]T . 
CONVERSION. Equations between well typed terms are defined by the 
axioms 
tm (h:A.b)e= [e/x]b 
w  (AX:Tp.b)A = [A/X]6 
(rl) Ix:A.bx= b if x$FV(b) 
(92) /lX:Tp.bX= b if X$ FV(b) 
and by the usual rules for making = a congruence. 
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Before starting the formal definition of the models for such a system, we 
motivate the following work by a naive presentation of the categorical 
meaning of &. It is well known how any Cartesian closed category C can 
be used to give a categorical semantics to the simply typed lambda 
calculus: types (which are just constant types or “arrow types”) are inter- 
preted by objects of C; terms of type T, with free variables x1 : T,, . . . . x,: T,, 
are interpreted as morphisms from T, x .. . x T, into T. The categorical 
interpretation of the second order calculus generalizes this semantics; in 
this case, however, the collection of types (Tp, say) must be closed not only 
under the arrow construction, but also under universal quantification. If we 
write t/X: Tp. T as V&Y: Tp. T), where A is an informal lambda-notation for 
functions, V may be readily understood as a map from (Tp -+ Tp) to Tp, 
as it turns the map &X:Tp. T-belonging to (Tp + Tpj-into a type. Thus 
the interpretation of V should be as a map from Ob, -+ Ob, to Ob,. The 
problem is that this map has to be represented internally in some ambient 
category. A natural choice is to have some sort of meta-category E such 
that C may be regarded as an internal category of E. If E is Cartesian 
closed, then V may be typed as V: co’0 + co. 
Objects of the kind Tp + Tp (i.e., “points,” or “elements,” of co’“) are 
usually called variable types. As we have already seen, if cr is a variable 
type, the type V(c) represents intuitively the collection of all the 
polymorphic terms e such that, for all types T, eT:a(T). This is equivalent 
to saying that V(a) is a dependent product, that is, a product of different 
copies of co, indexed by r~ on elements of co itself. The projections of this 
dependent product yield the instances of the polymorphic terms in V(a) 
with respect to particular types. In other words, there will be in the model 
an operation proj: (co x co) x co + c, that takes a variable type cr: co -+ co, a 
type T, and gives a morphism proj,( T): V(5) + c(T). The arrow proj,( T) 
describes how a polymorphic term of type V(5) can be instantiated into the 
type 5(T), thus modelling the application of a term e in V(5) to a type T. 
By the definition of dependent product we also have an isomorphism 
between the polymorphic terms in V(5) and the collection of all the families 
CwW)&, of terms indexed over all types. Let us call A this isomor- 
phism, which relates a family of terms {e=:e( T)} rsc0 to the polymorphic 
term A({e,:a(T)} TEC,,) = /iT:Tp.e,:V(a). The functions proj and A satisfy 




(1) If we defme a polymorphic function from the collection of 
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functions {e,)...,, and then we consider the particular instance relative to 
the type S, this is equal to the original function e,. 
(2) If given a polymorphic function e, we consider the collection of 
all its instances { proj,( T)(e)) TE ho and then we use this collection to rebuild 
a polymorphic function, this is equal to e. 
Equations (1) and (2) above are the key facts allowing the interpretation 
of /I and q rules, respectively, for second order abstraction and application. 
Note the similarity between (1) and (2) above and the equations for 
Cartesian product: 
Pi” (f,,f2>=fi for i=l,2, 
(PI Of> P20f > =f, 
2. The External Model 
The informal discussion of the previous section has motivated the use of 
internal concepts in describing the semantics of L2. The model definition 
inspired by these ideas is the main object of study in this paper and it is 
presented in Section 4. We introduce in this section a different notion of 
categorical model, due to Robert Seely (1987) which does not require the 
use of internal concepts. Seely’s model was the first proposed and it is the 
most widespread. Briefly, it is based on an algebraic generalization of the 
semantics of the simply typed lambda calculus in a bi-dimensional universe 
of Cartesian closed categories indexed over another (global) CCC. We will 
call this model “external.” In this model we require the collection of types 
to be represented by a single object of the global category, say cO (or Q, 
as it is usually denoted in this model), but no requirement is made to have 
an internal category with cO as object of objects. This fact, however, must 
be compensated for by a number of particular conditions which relate “on 
the nose” categorical properties of indexed categories. These conditions are 
not very intuitive, and make this notion of model less suggestive and 
possibly less limpid than the internal one. We show in the final sections of 
the paper how internal and external models are nicely related; in particular 
we show how the external model definition is obtained as a particular case 
of the internal one. This, in a sense, sheds some light on the interplay 
among the different conditions of the external model, and gives a new 
justification for some apparently ad hoc requirements. 
The external model definition is based on that of indexed category. 
A model is then a contravariant functor G from a category E to Cat. E is 
Cartesian and has a distinguished object 52, interpreting the collection of 
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types. Products Sz” are’ used to give meaning to contexts. Arrows in 
E[W, 521 represent types with at most n free variables in the context Sz”. 
The functor G: EoP + Cat takes every context 52” in E to a (local) 
category G(Qnn) whose objects are the types legal in that context. Thus, 
types appear both as arrows in E and as objects in the local categories, and 
it is natural to require Obj(G(e)) = hom,(e, Q). The arrows between two 
types CJ and z in a local category G(W) correspond to terms of type z and 
free variables in Q. Every local category is required to be a model of a 
simple typed lambda calculus; thus it is Cartesian closed. As for the inter- 
pretation of the polymorphic product, it is described by an adjunction 
between local categories; moreover, this adjunction must be natural with 
respect to the global parameter given by the context. 
2.1. DEFINITION. An external il, modef (PL category) is a triple 
(E, G, Q), where 
(1) E is a Cartesian closed category (global category), 
(2) Q is a distinct object in E. 
(3) G: EoP + Cat is a functor such that 
(i) for each object e in E, Obj(G(e)) = hom,(e, Q), and, for each 
morphism 0 E E[e’, e], the functor G(a): G(e) + G(e’) acts on the objects 
of G(e) as hom,(a, Q); 
(ii) for each object e in E, the (local) category G(e) is Cartesian 
closed; for every GE E[e’, e], the functor G(o): G(e) + G(e’) preserves the 
Cartesian closed structure “on the nose” (and not just up to isomorphism); 




G(c)(fw) = ~CW) 
G(a)(!,) = h,(u) 
where tGceI is the terminal object in G(e) 
G(a)(a ‘G(e) b) = G(o)(a) XG(e’) G(a)@) 
where x G(e) is the product in G(e) 
G(~Nfsta,d = f%o~w.qa,w 
G(a)(snda,d = sn‘bmw~,,~,, 
G(~)(CQ, bla,,) = CG(CJ)(~), G(~)(b)l~(,,, 
where [ , lGtr) is the exponent in G(e) 
G(4(evaL.d = evalG~o~~a~,G~o~~b,; 
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(iii) an E-indexed adjunction (Fst, ‘4, 14): G -+ GR, where 
(a) GR: EoP + Cat is the functor defined by 
Ve E Ob, Gn(e) = G(e x Sz) 
Vo E E[e’, e J GR(o) = G(o x id,) 
(b) Ve E Ob,, Fst(e) = G(fst,,): G(e) 4 Gn(e) = G(e x Sz) 
(fst,.,: e x Q + e is the first projection in E). 
By definition Il.5 of E-indexed adjunction, we have, for every object e 
in E, an adjunction 
(G(fsL.Q), ‘J(e), A(e)>: G(e) --) We x Q) 
and moreover 
A(e’) 0 G(a x idQ) = G(a)0 A(e). 
2.2. Remark. (i) The requirement that E be a CCC is stronger than is 
actually needed (for AZ we could require just products of the form an) and 
is stated only for convenience (see for example Lemma 2.3 below, where an 
exponent is used in the typing of V,). 
(ii) If (E, G) is an external A2 model, then we have the natural trans- 
formations 
x G(-): ho% E W’(L). (Q, Q)) + homA-, Q) 
C 3 lGc-,:homExE W’(-), (52, Q)) -+ homd-, 0) 
V: hom,(- x 52,52) + horn&, a), 
where K2 is the diagonal functor. 
Indeed, conditions 3(ii)(b) and 3(ii)(c) in Definition 2.1 exactly express 
the naturahty of x G(_) and II p lGtwj, while by definition V is natural from 
Go to G and, a fortiori, also from horn,& x 52, Q) to hom,(-, Q). 
2.3. LEMMA. There are morphisms in E 
x,:Qxsz+Q 
[ ) ],:Qxs2+s) 
V&2*4 
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such that, for each object e of E and for all objects 0, z of G(e), 
c 3 loo (03 t> = (Ia, ~IGk) 
and for each object p of G(e x Q) 
V. 0 0) = V(e)(p). 
Proof. We have the natural transformations 
&l = xGtmjo ( , )-I: hom,(-, Q x a) + horn,&, Q) 
s2=[ , Iccm,o( , )-‘:hom,(-,QxSZ)+hom,(-,Q) 
c3 = V 0 A-l: hom,(-, Sz’) + hom,(-, a), 
where 
X G(m): homEx E (K’(-), 64 Q)) -, hom,(-, Q) 
C , lG(-): hom,,,(K*(-), (Q, Q)) -, homA, Q) 
V: hom,(- x 52, a) -+ hom,(-, 52) 
are the natural transformations of remark 2.2 and 
( , )-‘: horn&, Sz x Q) -+ hom,,,(K2(-), (Q, Sz)) 
A-‘: hom,(-, s2’) -+ horn&x Q, Q) 
are the natural isomorphisms given by the Cartesian closure of E. 
Then, by the Yoneda Lemma, the arrows x0, [ , lo, V, with the 
requested properties are obtained by letting 
xo=~1(QxQ;2)(id~xQ) 
C , lo=~AQxQ)(idQ.,) 
V, = s,(QQ)(id,n). 
For example, we have, for 0, T: e -+ 0, 
xoo(~,~)=E1(~x~)(id,.,)~(o,z) 
=hom.C(o, T>, Ql(~(QxQ2)(id~,~)) 
=~(eNhom,C(c T>, QxQIWnxn)) 
= el(e)(b, t) = 0 XG(e) 5. 
The other equations are proved similarly. 
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3. The External Interpretation 
In this section we define the “external” interpretation for &. 
3.1. TYPE EXPRESSIONS. A type expression T legal in a context 
r= (X,, . ..) X, > is interpreted by a morphism [T] ,-: [I-] + ft in E (where 
[r] = Q2” = ((t x 52) x . . x Q), R appearing n times, inductively defined as 
follows: 
(1) [Xi],-=sndofst”-’ 
(2) CS-* Tl,= C > loo<CSlr, CT],-> 
(3) [VX:Tp.T],-=V,on([T],). 
3.2. TYPE ASSIGNMENT. A type assignment E= (z, :S,) ... (z,:S,) legal 
in a context I- is interpreted by the product (local in G( [Z-l)) 
CElr= (-.(f~t~r,, x C~,lI-)-)x CSnlr 
=X ;;a (.‘. <tG,[r,,, lIS,lr>..., cur>, 
where tG([r]) is the terminal object in the local category G( [f] ) and the 
morphism x;f is inductively defined from the one obtained in Lemma 2.3 by 
xi=id,; xb+r=xOoxbxidn. 
3.3. TERMS. A legal term M such that 
r= x,, . ..) X,; E=(z,:S,)...(z,:S,)+M:T 
is interpreted by a morphism 
[MlrE: [Elr + [T] r in the local category G( [r]). 
The inductive definition is 
(1) [~~],-~=sndofst”-’ 
(21 CMMrE=evalo Wfh CMrE> 
(3) C~x:S.M1,=n(CMITECx:S,) 
(4) [~~:TP.MI,,== NCW,-m) 
(5) [MCTlh-=G((i4 [T1r))(Proj,,rI,)~ CWrEy 
where Proj, is the counit of the adjunction (G(fst,,), V(e), A(e)): G(e) + 
G(e x Q), i.e., 
Proj, = A(e))’ (id). 
3.4. Remark. The interpretation we have just given is somewhat informal. 
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Indeed we should always specify in which local category we are working in, 
and we should add a lot of indices for the natural transformations. Note 
also that the interpretation is not, as it could seem, by induction on the 
syntactical structure of (rough) terms, but on the length of the proof 
that they are well typed. For example, a fully specified interpretation for 
[AX:Tp.M].. would be 
if TX,EcM:Tand r=[TlrX then 
4. The Internal Model 
In this section we define the notion of internal 1, model, due to Eugenio 
Moggi. The intuition is to require for an internal Cartesian closed category 
c~Cat(E) the existence of the arrow V,: cocO+ co, giving the dependent 
product, in g such a way that Eqs. (1) and (2) of Section 1 are verified. We 
present a characterization of internal models by means of ground equations, 
with the consequence that internal models are preserved by limit and 
exponent preserving functors. In the sequel we always assume that the 
ambient category E is Cartesian closed (and has finite limits). 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let a be an object of E. [al scat is the internal 
category (a, a, id, id, id, id). 
The internal /al represents (internalizes) the discrete category with 
exactly one morphism (the identity) for each point in a. 
4.2. DEFINITION. Let c = (co, ci, DOM, COD, COMP, ID) E Cat(E). 
Define then c.+ = (c,‘O, tic 0, DOM,, COD,, COMP,, ID,), with 
DOM, = A(DOM oeval) 
COD, = A(COD 0 eval) 
COMP, = A(COMP oeval x0 eval op) 
ID, =A(IDoeval) 
where P=((~~~P~,P~), (~20~l,~2))o: (~~coxo~~co)xc~-‘(c~coxco)xo 
(cp x co). 
The idea behind the previous definition is that the object c* represents 
internally the category of functors from IcoJ to c. Note that, as (co\ is a 
discrete category, the functors from lcol to c are fully determined by their 
functions on objects. This informal idea may be formalized in the following 
way: if E is Cartesian closed, so is Cat(E). The object c* of the previous 
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definition is isomorphic in Cat(E) to the exponent of (cOJ and c. The 
category c.+ may be also regarded as the collection of all tuples of elements 
of c indexed by elements in cO, for JcOJ is a discrete category. 
4.3. DEFINITION. The constant internal functor K: c -+ c* is K= (k,, k,) 
with 
k, = n(fst): c,, -+ c0 co where fst: co x co -+ co is the projection 
k, = n(fst): c, + c1 co where fst: c, x co + c1 is the projection. 
K: c + c* must be considered as a sort of diagonal functor; informally, 
given an object b in co, its image under K is the tuple (indexed on co) 
whose components are all b’s (i.e., the constant-b function from co to co). 
Because a right adjoint to the diagonal functor K*: C + C* yields the 
categorical product, a right adjoint to the functor K: c -+ c* yields the 
(categorical) dependent product indexed over cO. 
4.4. DEFINITION. A model for I, is given by 
(1) a Cartesian closed category E with all finite limits (global 
category), 
(2) an internal Cartesian closed category c = (co, cl, DOM, COD, 
COMP, ID) E Cat(E) 
(3) a right (internal) adjoint to K: c + c*. 
The requirements on the global category E in the previous definition 
could be slightly relaxed (cf. Remark 2.2(i)): the notion of internal category 
can be given also in interesting ambient categories without all limits (see 
III.3 for an example). Similarly for a model of I, we actually need only 
exponents of the form eco in E. Our requirements are very close to those 
needed for models of the stronger calculus F” (Girard, 1972). In that case 
the only further condition is to have a right (internal) adjoint to K,: c -P c, 
for every object e of E, where c, = (c;, CT, DOM,, COD,, COMP,, ID,) 
represents the category of functors from lel to c, and Ke: c --f c, is the inter- 
nal functor defined by K, = (k, o = n(fst): co -+ c:, k,,, = n(fst): cl -+ c:). 
By Theorem 1.3.7, a right adjoint to K: c + c* is fully determined by 
6) an arrow V,: co’0 -+ co, 
(ii) an arrow PROJ: co’0 + cl’0 such that DOM, o PROJ = k, o V,, 
COD, 0 PROJ = id (if h: e + cocO, we use the abbreviation PROJ, for 
PROJ 0 h), 
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(iii) an arrow b: X” + Y”, where X” and Y” are respectively the 
pullbacks of 
(DOM,, COD.): clcO+ cocOx coca, k. x id: co x co’0 + co’0 x co’0 
(DOM, COD ): cl -+ co x co, idxVo:coxcoCO -+ co x co 
A 
co x coca 
A(fst) x id 1 
b coca x coca 
id x Vg 1 
CoXCo’ coxco 
such that 
(go) Y’“A =Y 
(gl) (PROJopzoy)* (/i(fst)on,.od)=n,., 
(h) Ao(y’, (PROJOP~O~‘)* (~(fst)~ZI..)),=id.. 
whereh*k=C0MP,~(h,k),=~(/i~‘(h)~,/i~’(k)),andfst:c,xc,-,c, 
is the projection. 
PROJ is the counit of the adjunction. In order to understand its 
meaning, it is useful to compare it with the counit of the Cartesian product. 
In that case the counit is 
CP (a1.azLl* P(a,.a2),2 )E C2CW2h x %), (a,, %)I, 
where K2 is the diagonal functor. 
That is, the counit is a collection of morphisms P~~,,~*),~ in C, indexed 
over objects (a,, az) of Cz and objects i= I,2 in the category 2, such 
that each P(al,o*),i has domain a, x a2 and codomain ai. Analogously, 
PROJ: co’0 + cl’0 g co’0 x co + c, is a collection of morphisms PROJ,( T) 
in c1 indexed over objects (T of c* and objects T of c (which now corre- 
sponds to category 2 above), such that each projection PROJ,(T) has 
domain V,(a) and codomain a(T). 
Consider now two points f: t + c,‘O, g: t + c, in cl’0 and cl. Informally 
f is a family of terms in ci indexed by objects in c,,, and g is a term in cr. 
If there exists some a such that DOM 0 f = K. 0 a, that is, if all the terms 
represented by f have a common domain a: t + co, then we can “apply” the 
isomorphism d and obtain the polymorphic term d 0 f (note the usual 
confusion between application and composition resulting by reasoning 
about points). Conversely, if there exists b such that COD c g = V, o b, then 
g is a polymorphic term of type V, 0 b. 
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Formally, for every e in E, given f: e + cl’0 and g: e -+ c, such that 
DOMof =K,.a CODof=h 
DOMog=a CODog=V’,,ob, 
Eqs. (gl) and (h) above, give 
(gl) PROJ,*(/l(fst)oI7,.~A~((a,b), f),,=f 
(h) A0 ((a, b), PROJh * (W-st)~g)>o= <(a, b), g>o 
and with easy manipulations, remembering that h *k = COMP, 0 (h, k). = 
/1(/1 -r(h) @ /1~ l(k)), one obtains 
(gl’) ~((evaloPROJ,xid,.,)@(I7,~~~d~((~,b),f)~~fst))=f 
(h’) AO ((a, b), /l((eval~PROJ,xid,.,)@(g~fst)))o= ((a, b), g),, 
which are the formalization of Eqs. (1) and (2) of the informal discussion 
about second order models in section 1. 
5. The Internal Interpretation 
Let us now summarize some of the data coming with an internal model 
(cf. the Appendix); all these objects, morphisms, and functions will be used 
to give an explicit definition of the interpretation for second order terms: 
(i) For the global category E: 
- a terminal object T, products, and exponents 
- projections fst, snd 
- evaluation morphism eval (used for defining COMP,) 
- pairing function ( , ) 
~ “currying” function /i 
(ii) For the internal category: 
- an arrow to : T + co defining the internal terminal object 
- an arrow x0: co x co -+ co defining the internal product 
- an arrow [ , lo: co x co + co defining the internal exponent 
- an arrow V,: co’0 -+ co defining the dependent product 
- internal projections FST: co x co + c, , SND: co x co -+ c, 
- internal evaluation morphism EVAL: co x co -+ c1 
- “instantiation” morphism of the dependent product PROJ 
CO 
co -+ c,co 
- internal maps to the terminal 0: co + (co x t) x0 c, 
@(a) = (a, t, !: a + t) 
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- internal pairing (( , >: ( coxcoxco)xo(cIxc,)-‘(coxcoxco)xocI 
< , >>(a, 6, c, f: a -+ 6, g: a + c) = (a, 6, c, pairing(f, g): a + b x c) 
- internal currying function A: (cO x co x co) xocl + (co x co x co) x0 cl 
A(a, b, c, f:ax b+c)=(u,b, c, curry(f):a-t c') 
dependent pairing b: (co x cocO) x0 cl’0 + (co x cocO) x0 cl 
L!(a, (T, {eT: a + D(T))) = (a, 0, dep-pairing( (eT)): a -+ V(a)). 
We point out that an internal model is completely determined by 
(pullbacks and) a set of ground equations, that is equations without (quan- 
tified) variables; this contrasts with external models (or with standard, 
“external” Cartesian closed categories, for what matters). An important 
consequence of this is that internal models are preserved by limit and 
exponent preserving functors (that is, functors preserving the structure for 
sources and targets of the data defining the model). This fact will be used 
in the sequel to relate internal and external models. 
Notation. For e E Ob,, en = (((t x e) x e) x ... x e), where t is the 
terminal object of E and e appears n times. 
5.1. TYPE EXPRESSIONS. A type expression T legal in a context 
r = (X, ) ,..) X,} is interpreted by a morphism [T],: cg -+ co in E. In 
particular 
(1) [X,],=sndofst”P’ 
6’) CS-+ Tl,= C 9 lo~(C~lr, CTlr> 
(3) [VX:Tp.T].=V’,o/l([T],). 
5.2. TYPE ASSIGNMENTS. A type assignment E= (z,:S,) ... (z,:S,) 
legal in a context r= {X,, . . . . X,z} is interpreted by the product 
[Elr=xx;;~(...(too!c;;, [S,lr)..., [S,Jr):c;;+co, 
where X: = id,., and xr ’ = .yO 0 (.a$ x id,,). 
5.3. TERMS. A legal term e such that 
r= {X,, . . . . X,}; E= [z,:S,] ... [z,:S,] +e:T 
is interpreted by a morphism 
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(where for simplicity we omit the “indexes” for FST and SND) 
(2) ifcE+-f:S-+T, r;E+--e:S, o=[S],, z=[Tlr, then 
[felrE=EV&,,,@(C 9 >>o<<<CElr, CS+ TL-), o>,, 
(Cf IrE, CelrE>>O) 
(3) if r; E(x:S)+e:T, cr= [S],, r= CT],, then 
C~x:S.el,,= n.,oAo CC C-G-, 0, t>, CelrE~.x,s~h 
(4) if TX; E k-e : T and r = [TlrX, then 
[~X:Tp.elrE=nyno~o ((CEL No)>, ~(Celrx;E)>o 
(5) if r,E+e:VX:Tp.Sand a=n([Slrx), then 
[eT],=K’(PROJ, * (n(fst)o [elrE))o (id, [T-Jr) 
=(/I-‘(PROJ,)@([e]..ofst))o(id, [T],), 
where h * k = COMP, 0 (h, k); h @k = COMP 0 (h, k). 
Given the above definitions, proving a soundness theorem, with the 
required substitution lemmas, is a routine check (as straightforward as 
laborious). 
6. Relating Models 
In the previous sections two different notions of model have been intro- 
duced. We are now interested in the relations between them. It will turn 
out that the two notions are not as distant as they seem. 
We start by studying how we can define an external model from an inter- 
nal one. The construction is based on the externalization process of an 
internal category via horn-functors presented in Section 1.4. Since the hom- 
functor preserves pullbacks and exponents, we will be able to show that 
any internal model yields an “equivalent” external one. 
Suppose that c = (co, ci, DOM, COD, COMP, ID) E Cat(E) is an 
internal model. As the reader has probably imagined, the functor 
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[-, c]: EoP + Cat of Definition 1.4.2 plays the role of G in Seely’s 
approach. For ease of reference, we recall here that definition. 
6.1. DEFINITION. Let c E Cat(E). The functor G = [-, c]: EoP -+ Cat is 
defined in the following way: 
on objects e E E 
on arrows rs: e’ + e 
C-, cl = [e, cl 
[-, c](o)= [o, c] is the functor from [e, c] in 
[e’, c] which is defined as [a, co] on objects 
and as [a, c,] on arrows. 
6.2. LEMMA. Vce'+e, G(a) = [a,~]: [e, c] + [e', c] acts on the 
objects of [e, c] (i.e., on E[e, co]) as E[a, c,]. 
Proof: By definition. 
6.3. LEMMA. If c is (internally) Cartesian closed, then, for every e in E, 
[e, c] is Cartesian closed. 
Proof (sketch). Let 
(1) (O,T,@):c+l 
(2) (4~ CC , >):c--,cxc 
(3) C-T C , 1,A):c-r~ 
be the internal adjunctions given by the Cartesian closure of c. 
By Proposition 1.4.11 there are three E-indexed adjunctions 
(1’) CC-, 01, CL, Tl, 0’): C-3 cl --) CL, 11 
(2’) CC-,A],[-,x1,(, >‘>:C-,~l-)C-,~~~l~~-,~l~C-,~l 
(3’) <II-, xl, c-3 c , 11, A’>: c-9 cl + CL, cl 
with parameters in [-, c]. 
Hence for every e in E, [e, c] is Cartesian closed, since [e, 1] is the ter- 
minal category in Cat, and [e, A]: [-, c] -+ [-, c] x [-, c] is the diagonal 
functor. 
Propositions 1.4.10 and 1.4.11 allow us to give an explicit definition for the 
natural isomorphisms in (1’~(3’) above. In particular, given c, r, y: e + q,, 
andf:e-+c,xc, such that DOMof=A,oo, CODof=(r,y), 
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gwen 0, T, y:e+c,, and g:e+c, such that DOMog= g, CODof= 
*x00 (7, Yh 
( , >‘-‘(g)=KoC , >>p’o(((o, (~~)),g)~):e+c,xc,; 
given u, 7, y: e --t co and f:e+c, such that DOM OS= x00 ((r, 7), 
COD of= y, 
given CT, 7, y: e-+ co and g: e+ c, such that DOM og = e, COD og = 
c 3 lo’J(?Y)3 
~‘p’(g)=17:oAp’o(((a, (z,y), g)o):e-+c,. 
By remark 1.4.12, given 0, 7: e -+ co, the projections associated to ( , )’ 
are derived from the internal projections FST and SND by 
FST,,,= FSTo (a, 7): e + cl 
SND,,,=SNDo(a,z):e-+c,. 
Note that 
DOM 0 FST,, ~ = x0 0 (G, 7 ) 
COD 0 FST,, T = G 
DOM~SND,~,=x,~(a,z) 
COD 0 SND,,, = 7. 
Analogously, given u, T: e -+ co, the counit EVAL,, ~ of A’ for the object 
C , lo~(~,~) is 
EVAL,,,=EVALo(a,z):e+c,, 
where EVAL is the internal evaluation map. 
Note that 
DOM~EVAL,,=.x,~([ , ]om(0,7),~) 
COD 0 EVAL,., = 7. 
6.4. LEMMA. Let c be (internally) Cartesian closed. Vo: e’ -+ e, [a, c]: 
[e, c] + [e, c’] preserves the Cartesian closed structure “on the nose.” 
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Proof We only consider the product; the other cases are similar: 
VT, Y in Cc cl [a, cl(r x Y)= [a, cl(Ce, x1(5 Y)) 
= Ea, Cl(%~ CT, -I>) by def. of [e, x] 
=*xoO<?Y)Oa 
=x0 0 (zoa, yea) 
=x0 0 ([a, cl(z), [a, cl(y)) 
= Cc xl(Ca, cl(z), [a, cl(~)) 
= Cc cl(z) x [a, cl(y) by def. of [e, x]. 
6.5. LEMMA. For any e object of E, [e, c* ] g [e x cO, c] 
ProoJ E is Cartesian closed, thus there are the isomorphisms 
Ae,L.O: E[e x cO, c,] g E[e, c,,‘O] 
A,,, : E[e x co, c,] z E[e, clcO]. 
A e,co and A,,,, are respectively the functions on objects and on arrows of 
a functor from A from [e x co, c] to [e, c*]. Indeed, for every a: e x co + co 
A,,,(id,) = A,,,(ID 0 a) = A,,,(ID oeval 0 Ap,,,(a) x id) 
= A.,c,(ID 0 eval) 0 /i.Ja) = ID,.* 0 Ar,co(a) = id,,,, 
and for every f, g: e x co + cl 
/i..,.,(g@f)=n,.,(COMPo(g,f >) 
=A(COMP~(eval~A,~,(g)xid,eval~A,,,(f)xid)) 
=A(COMPoeval xevalo (A,,,,(g)xid, ,4,,.,(f)xid)) 
=A(COMPoeval xevalopo (A,,,,(g), A,.,,(f)) xid) 
=4COMPoeval xeval~p)~ (4,,,(g), A,,,(f )> 
= COMPc* 0 (4,,.,(g), A,.,(f )> 
= 4,,,(g) @ A.C,(f ). 
Similarly ,4$, and A$, define respectively the functions on objects and on 
arrows of a functor /i -’ which is inverse to A. 
6.6. LEMMA. Let K: c + c.+ be the functor of Definition 4.3. For every e 
in E, A-’ 0 [e,K] = G(fst) = [fst, c]: [e, c] -+ [e, c’O]. 
643/99/l-4 
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Proof: On objects g: e + c,, 
(AeloCe, Kl)(a)=Apl(Ce, U(a)) 
=n-‘(k,~a) 
=K’(k,)oaxid 
= fst 0 r~ x id 
=aofst 
= [fst, c](o) 






= Cfst, cl(f) 
by def. of [e, K] 
by def. of k, 
by def. of [fst, c]; 
by def. of [e, K] 
by def. of kl 
by def. of [fst, c]. 
In the following two lemmas we maintain the notation used in the proof 
of 6.3. Namely, the outlined “A” is the internal dependent pairing, while A’ 
is its externalization obtained through 1.4.11 (and has nothing to do with 
the internal diagonal functor). 
6.7. LEMMA. For every e in E, ([fst, c], [e, V] on, A’o A,,,,): [e, c] + 
[e x cO, c] is an adjunction. 
Proof. We are looking for an adjunction 
Ce x co, clCCfs4 cl(-), -1 E Ce, clC-, Ce, U-)1. 
From Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6 we obtain 
Cexco, clCCM cl(-), -1 s Ce, c,lC4Cfst, cl(-)), &)I 
= II6 c,lCCe, KX-L 411. 
Since c~Cat(E) is an internal model, we have an internal adjunction 
(K, V, A) which, by 1.4.11, externalizes to an adjunction 
Cc c*ICCe, Kl(-L -1 g Ce, clC-, [e, VI(-)]. 
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Putting the pieces together and applying the functor to 0: e + c,, and 
z: e x co + co, we conclude that 
Cexc0, clCCf% cl(o), rl 2 Ce, c*ICCe, U(a), 4..,(.t.)l 
2 Ce, clC0, Cc, W4J~)tl. 




where Z7; is as in the diagram after Definition 4.4. 
Analogously, given g: e -+ ci such that 
DOMog=o 
CODof= [e, V](/i(r))=V,on(~), 
we have 
W4J1 Ld=4:,:W’k)) 
=A-‘(zz~~b-‘~(((u, r), g)o)) 
=evalo(nl;oA-‘o(((a,t), g),))xid:exa+c,. 
In particular, given Q: e + cocO, the counit (d’o /ie,=,)-’ (idr,,,,(,(,,,) is 
Projo,, =evalo(ni0n-‘0((( a,r),ID~V,~A(a)),))xid:exc,-+c, 
=eval~(PROJo(r~,s))xid 
=K’(PROJ+,z)), 
where PROJ is the internal counit. 
6.8. LEMMA. The isomorphism of the adjunction in 6.7 is also natural in 
e; that is, for every y: e + e’ 
Cr, cl 0 (d’o4-,,,) = (f04.~,)0 Cr x id, cl. 
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Proof For every y: e + e’, and f: e x a + c, such that 
DOMof =L’([e,K](o))=aofst 
CODof =z (where cr:e-+c,, ~:exa-+c,) 
(L-Y, cl o W4,,.,))(f I= CYY cl(~'(4,.,(f ))I 





= (~‘~~.,,)(CY xi4 cl(f)) 
=((d’~n,,.,)oC~~id,cl)(f). 
6.9. THEOREM. If (E, c) is an internal &-model, then (E, cO, G = [-, c] ) 
is an external &-model. Moreover, for any legal expression Q of II,, the 
internal interpretation of Q in (E, c) coincides with the external interpreta- 
tion of Q in (E, c,,, G= [-, cl); that is, they are the same arrow in E. 
Proof: Easy, by the previous lemmas. 
Now we prove that, using the internalization technique of Section 1.5, we 
obtain, from any external model G: E Op -+ Cat, an internal model in the 
topos of presheaves E Op -+ Set. Recall (see Def. 1.5.1) that given an 
E-indexed category G: EoP -+ Cat we can build an internal category 
C = (Go, &, DOM. COD, COMP, ID) E Cat(EoP --+ Set) in the following 
way: for all objects e, e’ and arrows f: e’ + e in E, 
- Go: EoP + Set is the functor defined by 
L;,(e) = ObGc,, 
Gdf I= Wf lob: Obc(,, -, Obcw, 
- G, : EoP + Set is the functor defined by 
G,(e) = Mar,,,, 
G,(f I= Wf I,,,: MorGt,) + MorG,e,j 
- DOM: G1 + G, is the natural transformation whose components 
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are the domain maps in the local categories, i.e., for e E Ob,, 
DOM,: MorGc,, + Ob,,,, is defined by DOM (h: cr + T) = (T -e 
- COD, ID, and COMP are defined analogously, “libre-wise.” 
Note in particular that if (E, Q, G) is a PL category, then G, = E[-, a]. 
6.10. PROPOSITION. Zf (E, 52, G) is a PL category, then C is an internal 
Cartesian cfosed category. 
Proof By Proposition 1.5.4. 
Before we show that G has also an internal dependent product, it is 
useful to have a closer look at the structure of the involved exponents in 
EoP + Set 
6.11. LEMMA. Let H: EoP -+ Set be any functor, and fet GO = EC-, Q]. 
Then their exponent HGo: EoP -+ Set is given, up to isomorphisms, by the 
foffowing data: 
(a) HGo(e) = H(e x Q) 
HGo(f)= H(f xid,) 
(b) eval: HGo x G, + H 
eval,(m, f) = H((i4, f j)(m) for e E Ob,, m E H(e x a), 
f EECe, Ql 
(c) A: Nat[Fx Go, H] rNat[F, HGo] 
n(T)(e)(m) = Texa(4fst)(m), snd) for T: Fx GO -+ H, 
e E Ob,, m E F(e), 
fst: e x Sz + e. snd: e x Q + 52. 
Proof We use the usual definition of exponents in the category of 
presheaves (see Lambek and Scott, 1986, or Asperti and Longo, 1991) 
and prove that the one given above is equivalent up to isomorphism. 
Remember that 
HF(e) = Nat[E[-, e] x F, H] 
HF(f:e’+e)(,)=ooE[-, f]xidf, 
where EC-, f ] is the natural transformation from EC-, e’] into EC-, e] 
defined by EC-, f] = f o-. 
When FE G, = E[-, Q], we can use Yoneda’s lemma and have 
H’O(e)=Nat[E[-,e]xE[-,R], H]zNat[E[-,exQ], H]zH(exQ). 
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Let now f~ E[e’, e]: 
HGo(f)(cr) = (~0 E[-, f] x EC-, id,] 
r CTOE[-, fx id,] l Nat[,!?-, e’x a], H] z H(e’ xQ). 
Hence the Yoneda isomorphism yields HGo(f) z H(f x idO). 
Let us check that the above expressions for eval and A satisfy the 
equations for the exponents. We have to prove that evalo A(r) x id = r and 
A(evalohxid)=h. Let mEF(e) andfEG,(e): 
evaL(M~), x i4)h f)) 
= eval,(~,x,(F(‘(fst)(m), snd), f) 
=H(<iL f>)(~exn(FW)(m)y SW) 
=z,(F((id,, f>NFW)(m)), do (id,, f>L 
=~(F(fsto (id,, f>)(m), f) 
= z,(m, f); 
,4(evalo h x id), (m) 
= (eval,,,oh,., x id,,,)(F(fst)(m), snd) 
=eval,.,(h,.,(F(fst)(m)), snd) 
= H((idexn, snd))(h,.,(F(fst)(m))) 
= H((idexn, snd > )(W’st x ida)(U 
= H(fst x id,0 (idexR, snd))(h,(m)) 
= H((fst, snd))(h,(m)) 
= h,(m). 
by def. of A 
by def. of eval 
by naturality of r 
for F functor 
by def. of A 
by def. of eval 
by naturality of h 
for H functor 
The following lemma exploits the results above in order to give an 
explicit definition of the constant internal functor K: G + L;.,., whose right 
adjoint will give the dependent product: 
6.12. LEMMA. The internal functor K= (k,, k,): C + S;*, defined in 4.3, 
is given in EoP + Set by 
Me) = G(fst)o, 
k,(e) = Wsthn,,~ 
wherefst:exQ-+e in E. 
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Proof. Definition 4.3 gives for K 
k, = /i(fst): Go + Go GO where fst: G,, x Go -+ G,, in EoP + Set 
k, = Jfst): G, + G, GO where fst: G, x G, -+ G, in EoP + Set. 
Note first that, for e E Ob,, the components of the natural transformations 
fst above behave as the first projections. Let now h E Go(e); then 
Me)(h) = 4fstk)(h) 
= fst,,,(GO(fst)(h), snd) by 6.11, where fst: e x Q -+ e in E 
= G,(fst)(h) = G(fst)(h). 
Analogously, for any g E G,(e); 
k,(e)(g) = Nfst)(e)k) = fstexo(clUst)(g), snd) 
= G,(fst)(g) = G(fst)(g). 
6.13. THEOREM. Let (E, G, 52) be an external model; then G is an internal 
model in Cat(E”P + Set). Moreover, for any legal expression Q of il,, the 
external interpretation of Q in (E, G, 52) coincides with the internal inter- 
pretation of Q in G; that is, they are the same arrow in E. 
Proof: I; is Cartesian closed, by 6.10. By definition of external model, 
the functor G(fst) has a right adjoint V: GR -+ G. In view of 6.12, this is all 
we need for the proof. 
7. Discussion 
By the previous theorems, and the particularly simple way the category 
G is defined from the indexed category (E, G, Q), every external model can 
be thought of as an internal model in a presheaf category. We could even 
say that external models are those internal categories in the topos of 
presheaves that have the (contravariant) horn functor as object of objects 
(and which have the required internal structure, of course). Note that we 
have also obtained a posteriori a justification of the simplicity of PL- 
categories: indeed a topos of presheaves is a well-known and almost set- 
theoretic ambient category, and by fixing the horn-functor as the canonical 
object of objects of the internal categories, we have a great simplification 
in some of the notions involved in the definition of model. However, there 
is no clear theoretical reason why the object of objects should enjoy the 
privileged condition of being representable. Note that if we also suppose 
that the object of morphisms is representable (that is, ci = EC-, Sz,], which 
gives an internal PL-category in Seely’s terminology) then by the Yoneda 
embedding, we have an internal model c = (Q, Q,, . ..) in E. 
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The main point is that external and internal models correspond to two 
distinct points of view. The internal model is an essentially semantic intui- 
tion. The requirements, indeed very natural, over the internal category are 
inspired by the closure properties of the structures that are candidates to 
be models. If one is able not to be overcome by the notational burden, then 
Definition 4.4 is a straightforward, almost naive idea, as the discussion at 
the end of Section 1 argues. Moreover, and most important, the structure 
of the ambient category can be used to prove general results about the 
(internal) model. The external model, on the other hand, comes from an 
essentially syntactic idea. As in syntax we have a kind of types but not a 
kind of terms, so in an external model we have only an object of objects 
and not an object of morphisms; substitution functors between local 
categories are really syntactic substitutions of terms for variables; the lack 
of an ambient category precludes (at least in general) the possibility of an 
environment in which one can carry on proofs about a model. 
It is clear, however, that in order to have such an environment, it is 
essential that the ambient category be rich enough and, moreover, the 
internal category be strongly related to its ambient. This is why some 
authors insist that internal models be internal to a topos (Pitts, 1987) or 
to a locally Cartesian closed category (Meseguer, 1988) and that the inter- 
nal category be an internal full subcategory of its ambient. These ambient 
categories are indeed so powerful and expressive as to become a source of 
intuition for the models, as many results on PER models have proved in 
the recent years. Moreover, the availability of an internal language for 
topoi, or of a dependent type theory for locally CCC’s (Meseguer, 1988) 
is a powerful tool for short-cutting the heavy algebraic computations that 
both external and our internal models require. (Indeed Moggi suggested 
that the introduction of an adequate “internal” language for internal 
models should be one of the major developments of this work.) On the 
other hand, we have models that, to the best of our knowledge, do not lit 
in these “strong” frameworks, such as the interval model in (Martini, 1987) 
or the relational PER model in (Cardone, 1989; Amadio, 1991). These 
models are formulated in set-theoretical terms, following the Bruce-Meyer- 
Mitchell (1989) definition, and therefore can be easily viewed as external 
models, by the equivalence result in (Jacobs, 1989), and as internal models, 
by the results of Section 6. 
III. SOME INTERNAL MODELS 
In this last part we present three examples of internal models: provable 
retractions (Berardi, 1991) inside a PER model, PER inside o-Set (Long0 
and Moggi, 1991), and PL-Categories inside the Grothendieck completion 
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(Pit& 1987). The theoretical study of the internal model developed in the 
previous part allows a deep and uniform analysis of the different aspects of 
these models, ending in an original understanding of them all. 
1. Provable Retractions 
This example continues the analysis of an internal model of retractions 
developed in the previous parts (see 1.2.2(ii), 1.3.8(i)). 
1.1. DEFINITION. l/?(q)p is @(q) plus a fresh constant p such that 
(1) PP’P 
(2) (P-X)O(PX) =PX where SOY = Ax.s(rx) 
aoa=a 
(RI - pa=a 
Equations 1 and 2 imply p op = p and, hence, p is a retraction whose range 
contains exactly the provable retractions: range(r) = {a 1 A/?qp F ra = a}. 
The consistency of the equational theory of 1br]p has been proved by 
Berardi (1991). 
Consider now the term model for A/?qp: it is an applicative structure 
T=(T,.) where [M]~Tiff [MJ={NI@r]p+--M=N}, and [M].[N]= 
[MN]. Sometimes, for simplicity, we will make no distinction between a 
term and its equivalence class. 
Remember now the definition of the category PER, from 1.2.7. An 
inspection of that definition shows that it can be generalized to PER,, for 
any applicative structure A (a realizer is now an element of A and the 
formal operation . is used instead of Kleene’s application). If (A, .) is 
sufliciently rich (it must be able to define some form of pairing, details in 
(Asperti and Longo, 1991, Chap. 9), then PER,-like PER, and essen- 
tially with same definitions-is Cartesian closed and with all finite limits. 
This is certainly the case for PER, and, since T is obviously an extensional 
l-model, it is not difficult to show that TTrT in PER, (remember that by 
definition [M] T [IV] iff A&p I- M = N). 
It is easy to show that this isomorphism is actually an identity, that is 
TT = T, indeed: 
CM1 TT CW iff V[P], V[Q] [P] T [Q] implies [MP] T [MQ] 
iff VP, VQ Afiqp + P = Q implies A&p t- MP = NQ 
iff I1fiqp & Mx = Nx 
iff &p+M=N 
iff [M] T [N]. 
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Let RET, = (R,, R,, dom, cod, camp, id) E Cat(PER,) be the internal 
category of retractions on T. As we showed in 1.3.9(i), RET, is Cartesian 
closed; we want to prove that RET, gives an internal &-model. 
We start by giving the explicit definition of R, and R,. Remember that 
in PER, the equalizer of a pair of morphisms f, g: P + Q is (E, h: E -+ P), 
where aEb iff (aPb andf(a) Qg(b)) and h is the injection from E to P. Note 
also that dom(E)=dom(P)n {a 1 f(a) Qg(a)}, and on this domain E 
coincides with P. Then it is easy to verify that 
CW 41 CN iff ([MIT [N] and l/?qp+-MoM=M) 
In other words R, coincides with T, but restricted to those terms which are 
provable retractions. 
The domain of R, is (@rip-equivalence classes of) triples (M, F, G ), 
where ( , ) is the standard encoding of tuples in I-calculus, F and G are 
provable retractions, and M is a morphism from F to G, that is, 
@?tlp + G 0 M 0 F = M. Formally: 
dom(R,)={[(M,F,G)] (FoF=,,,F; GoG=,,,,G; GoMoF=,,,M}, 
C(M F, G)l R, [CM’, F’, G’)l 
iff [(M, F, G)] T [(M’, F’, G’)]. 
Note moreover that [(M, F, G)] T [(M’, F’, G’)] iff M=l,+,p M’, 
F=l$, F’, G =ia,,p G’. 
Let RET,, = (RoRo, RIRO, dam,, cod,, camp,, id,) be defined as in 
11.4.2. We must prove that the constant functor K: RET, + RET,. has a 
right adjoint V = (V,: RoRO --t Ro, V, : RIRo -+ R,). 
V, is the function realized by AFlzt. F(pt)(z(pt)). Thus, we need to show: 
(1) if F is in the domain of R, RO then V,(F) is in the domain of R. ; 
(2) V, takes elements that are equivalent in RoRo to elements that 
are equivalent in R,. 




= ~xAt.F(pt)(x(pt)) because F(p) is a retraction, by hypothesis 
= V,F. 
(2) is evident. 
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An element in R, R. is a triple ( T, F, G ), where F and G are in the 
domain of RoRo, T is in the domain of TRo, and for every retraction M, 
TM=GMoTMoFM, 
V, is the function which takes (an equivalence class in RIRo of) a 
triple (T, F, G) in (the equivalence class in R, of) the triple 
(AtAm. T(pm)WoFt;t), VOW, Vo(G)). 
Note that iltLm. T(pm)(V,Ft) is a morphism from the retraction V,F to 
the retraction V,G; indeed, 
V,G~llt~m.T(pm)(V,Ft)~V,F 
= Iz.V,G(lm. T(pm)(VoFz)) 
= ;lz. (lxh.G(pt)(x(pt)))(nm. T(pm)(V,Fz)) 
=~z.~t.G(pt)((lm.T(pm)(V,Fz))(pt)) 
=~z.~t.G(pt)((T(pt)(V,Fz)) 
= 1z.h. T(pt)(V,Fz) 
because G(pt) 0 T(pt) = T(pt), by hypothesis. 
It should be clear that V, is indeed a morphism in PER,; indeed, its 
realizer is simply obtained by abstraction on (T, F, G). 
Given a variable type G in RoRo and a type N in R,, the projection 
proj.(N) from V,G to G(N) is realized by the term ,4.x. xN. Indeed, if S has 
type V,G, that is S = V,GS, then SN = V,GSN = G(N)(SN), and thus SN 
has type G(N). 
We define now the isomorphism A of the adjunction. 
Let ( T, Ix. M, G ) be an element in R,RO, where M is a retraction and 
Ax.M=K,(M). 
Define then 
A,,,((T,Ix.M, G))= (knm.T(pm)t,M, V,G). 
Conversely, given (S, M, V,(G)) in R,, define 
A,,‘,(($ M, V,(G)))= (;lml.t.Stm, Ix.M, G). 
Note that Im.It.Stm = lm.(Ilx.xm 0 S) = Lm.(projJm)cS). Thus, for 
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4i,‘,(&,..W~ i-x.M, G>)) 
= A,‘,((l~Arn. T(pm)t, M, V,,(G))) 
= (hmk. T(pm)t, hx.M, G> 
= (Im.T(pm), Ix.M, G) 
and clearly T and Am. T(pm) are equivalent in TR”. For the converse, 
note first that if S = V,(G) 0 S, then 
Wpm) = VdGNSt)(pm) = (nm.G(pm)(St(pm)))(pm) 
= G(pm)(St(pm)) = Stm. 
Thus 
A,,.(A,&((S, M V,(G))))=A,,.((~m12t.Stm, Ax.M, G)) 
= (Um.St(pm), M, V,G) 
= (;ltLm.Stm, M, ‘iloG) 
= (S, M, VoG). 
Define then 
A((M, G, (T, nx.M, G)))= (M, G, (blm.T(pm)r, M, V,G)) 
and 
A-‘((M,G, (S,M,V,G)))= (M,G, (imlt.Stm,~x.M,G)). 
1.2. Remark. It is possible to give an elegant categorical characteriza- 
tion of the models of n/?(v) p. Let A be a reflexive object (AA z A) in some 
category C’, and let RET, = (R,, R,, dom, cod, camp, id) be the internal 
category of retractions on A in PER,. Let r: R, + AA be, as usual, the 
equalizer of the identity and 1J.f 0 f. All we need to turn RET, into a 
model for @(q) p is that there exist some p: A A + R, such that R. is a 
retract of AA via (5, p). Then, in a sense, since R, represents all the retrac- 
tions on A, we can say that the collection of objects of RET.,, is itself an 
object of RET,: we will say that RET, is jnternal to RET, w.r.t. PER,. 
We have thus the following facts: 
(1) (AA <A in a CCC C and RET, internal to RET, w.r.t. PER,) 
imply A b hflp. 
(2) A + @p implies (AA <A in PER, and RET, internal to RET, 
w.r.t. PER,). 
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2. PER inside o-Set 
This example continues our presentation of PER as an internal category 
M of o-Set (see 1.2.7 and 1.3.9(ii), proving that it gives also an internal 
model. 
Let M, be defined as c* in 11.4.2. We next define an internal right 
adjoint to the constant functor K: M + M,, that by Definition 11.4.4 will 
complete the construction of a model for 2,. 
Again, we shall take advantage of the blend of set-theory and computa- 
bility on which o-Set is based, in order to avoid the most formal details. 
The following lemma motivates the definition of V below. 
2.1. LEMMA. Zf (T, F, G) Eo-Set[M,, M,] then 3nVA EM0 z(A) = 
bf F(A)-G(A). 
ProojI Suppose that m t (T, F, G). Since 0 t A for any A E PER, 
then take n=m .O and observe that n t- (z(a), F(A), G(A)). Thus 
z(A)= {nbw+.(,,. 
As for the definition of V,, observe that the intersection of any collection 
{ Aijic r of objects in PER is still in PER, by viewing them as sets of pairs 
(of numbers). That is, set 
iff VIE I (nA,m). 
2.2. DEFINITION. 1. V/,: [M, -, M,] +Mo is given by V,(F)=r),C,OF(A). 
2. Vl:[M,+M,]+M, is defined as follows. If m+-(qF,G)s 
w-Set[M,, M,], set 
vl((t,F, G))= ((m.O},,,.,-,,,,),V,(F),V,(G)). 
2.3. PROPOSITION. V in 2.2, is welt defined. In particular, V, is realized by 
any number p such that, for all m, p . m = m . 0. 
Proof. By definition, if F: MO -+ MO, then V,(F) is in M,,. V, is realized 
by (any index of) any total recursive function. By Lemma 2.1, V, is well 
defined as its definition does not depend on the choice of the realizer m for 
(r, F, G). Therefore we only need to show that V, is realized by p. Namely, 
that if 
(1) ml,m2+(T,F,G) 
(2) nl VdFh 
(3) AEMO 
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then one has (p.m, .nl) G(A)(p .m2 .n2). Indeed, 
(4) p~m,=m,~O(F(A)+G(A))m,~O=p~m,, by (1X 
(5) n,Wh by (2) and (3), 
and thus (pem, .n,)G(A)(p.m,.n,) by (4), (5), and the definition of 
(F(A)-*G(A))~M,. 
2.4. Remark. It should be clear that 2.1 is a very simple but crucial 
lemma. Note first that the morphisms in o-Set[M,, M, ] are described 
as triples, (r, F, G), where r: MO -+ UAEMo Q(F(A) + G(A)) is such that 
ME Q(F(A) + G(A)) and F, G: M, -+ M, give the source and target 
of z(A). This is a sound description, since M, = ([M, + M,], 
[M, + M,], . ..) may be viewed as the internal category of functors from 
the discrete category, whose objects of objects is M,, to M. Thus 
[MO -+ M,], or o-Set[M,, M,], are internal natural transformations. By 
Lemma 2.1, now, there is a uniform n which realizes r(A) for all A. In a 
sense these internal natural transformations are “almost” constant maps 
and only depend on the source and target objects. 
We need now to prove that there exists an internal natural isomorphism 
A, which gives the adjunction between V and K. We can use the simplicity 
of the intended universe and perform the construction directly. As in the 
proof of the internal Cartesian closure of M, the point is to show that the 
functional dependencies, usually implicit in the external world (or given by 
“indexes”: recall a, b +- /irr,h), can be turned into internal constructions. 
Once more, this will be straightforward to check within o-Set, as the 
realizers for the natural isomorphism and its inverse will not depend on 
their “indexes.” Let K, with components k, and k,, be the internal constant 
functor in 11.4.3. 
2.5. DEFINITION. For m I- (7, k,,(B), G) ECO-Set[Mo, M,], set 
A,o((r,k,(B),G))=({m.O}.,,,(o,,B,V,(G))~M, 
and 
Aii~(({m~B+v,~G,~ 4 v,(G))) 
= (DEMw {m}B+Gtxj, k,(B), G) E o-Set[M,, M,]. 
2.6. PROPOSITION. AB,G and A,; in 2.5 are well defined, for all BE MO 
and G: MO + MO ( = [MO + MO]). Moreouer, they are realized by p and k 
(respectively), such that p . m = m .O and k m . n = m. 
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Proof: By Lemma 2.1, A,,, does not depend on the choice of the 
particular realizer m. 
As for A,;, note that, if m (B + V,,(G)) m, then Vn, q(nBq Z. 
m~~cn,,,, G(A)) n. q), by definition of VO, and hence m . n G(A) n . q, for 
all A EM,. Therefore m (B + G(A)) m for all A EM, and A,; too is well 
defined. By definition, they are uniformly realized by p and k as above. In 
particular, p and k compute A,,, and A;; for all B and G. 
3. PL-Categories inside Their Grothendieck Completions 
This example shows a different way from that described in Section II.6 
for obtaining an internal model from a PL-category. 
Given any E-indexed category G, we can define the category j G, called 
the Grothendieck completion of G, having as objects the pairs (e, a) with 
e E Obj E and CJ E Obj CCe) and as morphisms pairs (~1, f) such that 
(a, f)Ef GC(e, a), (e', ~11 iff a E E[e, e’] and f E G(e)[a, G(a)(z)]. 
The identity of (e, a) is (id,,id,); the composition of (a, f) c jG[(e, o), (e’, T)] 
and (A g)Ej W e’, 71, (4 PII is (P, g)o(a, f I= (PO@, G(a)(g)of ). 
Let (E, G, Sz) be an external model (that is an indexed category with the 
additional requirements on functor G); the Grothendieck completion S G 
assumes a particularly simple form: 
Objects: (e, a) E J G iff 0 E Obj.(,, = E[e, Q] 
(hence we can identify objects of f G with arrows 0: e -+ 0) 
Morphisms: (%fb~GC o: e -+ 52, z: e’ -+ $21 iff a E E[e, e’] 
andfE G(e)[o, G(a)(z)] = G(e)[o, Toa]. 
The point is that j G contains an internal category which, in a sense, inter- 
nalizes the external model (E, G, Q). 
Warning. We are here forcing our terminology, since the category S G 
has not all finite limits, at least in general, and hence we could not speak 
of “internal categories in s G.” However, all the needed pullback diagrams 
exist in f G. 
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The internal category r= (c,, c,, DOM, COD, COMP, ID)ECat(l G) 
is defined as follows: 
co = f,(,) : 52 -+ a 
c,=[, ]():QxQ-*sz 
DOM = (fst, !) 
COD = (snd, !) 
ID = ((id,, id,), &&snd)) 
the terminal object in G(Q) 
[ , lo is given in Lemma 11.2.3 
! is the unique arrow from 
c, to c,ofst in G(QxR) 
snd E G(Q)[tccn, x id,, id,], hence 
Nsnd) E G(Q)CkcQj, id, -+ i&l, 
where idQ -+ id, = [ , I0 0 (id,, id,) 
is the exponent in G(Q). 
The situation for COMP is more delicate, since s G has not all limits. 
However, the pullback of DOM: c, -+ cO, COD: c, + c,, does exist, and it 
is given by 
c2 = (P2 -*P3) x (PI +P2)t 
where product and exponents are in the fiber G(Q XQ xQ) and 
pi E E[SZ x Q x 0,521; the pullback projections 17,) Z72 : c2 + c, are 
In order to define COMP, remember that in any CCC, given three objects 
A, B, C, there exists a morphism cmp E Hom[CB x BA, CA] which inter- 
nalizes the composition 
cmp=A(evaloidxevalop) 
for P:(CBxBA)xA -+ CB x (BA x A) isomorphism. 
Define then 
COMP= (<P,, ~3)~ cw) cmpe GW x Q x fi)[lc2, p1 -, p31 
(remember that, in G(Q x Q x Sz), 
Pl -‘p3= c 9 lo~(P13 P3>h 
The verification that this data define an internal category is straight- 
forward. 
We now prove that if (E, G, Q) is an external model, then r~ Cat([ G) 
is Cartesian closed. 
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Note, first, that j G is Cartesian. The terminal object is given by tc(,,, 
the terminal object of the local category G(t) (for t terminal in E). 
As for products, they can be defined by using the Cartesian structure 
of the local categories, (f: e + Q) x lc (g: d + Q) := x0 of x E g, where 
xo:QxD+12 is the arrow obtained in Lemma 11.2.3; hence 
fxjG g= (fofst) xGfexd, (gosnd). 
The internal CCC structure on r is then as follows. 
The internal terminal is given by an arrow t,: tC;(,) --+ cO, that is, by 
definition of cO, t,: t,(,, -+ t,o,. 
Take then 
to = (tc,,p !I for ! = id E G(f)[fG,,), t,(,,]. 
It remains to give an isomorphism between co and the collection Z of 
arrows in c, with codomain to. 





id x (0 
lG(f2) ’ fG(r) - rG(Q)x tG(C2) 
?I1 ?I1 
t G(Q) (<ida, fc(,) , !>.  1) l rG(QxQ, 
This pullback is given by 
Z= [ , lo~(iL tG,Q,):Q+Q 
17, = ((id,, t,o,), id) 
y = (id,, !). 
As for the required isomorphism 
an: co-+z, 
note first that Z= [ , loo (id,, t,(,,) = id, + teen), by Lemma 11.2.3, 
where the exponent is taken in G(Q). We can then use the Cartesian closed 
structure of G(Q) and take 
0 = OL AG,R)(!)) for !: tGcn) x id, + t,,,) in G(Q). 
As for products, the arrow “on objects” is again given by Lemma 11.2.3: 
x o:coxco+co 
x,=(x,:Qxc22Q,!). 
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Projections are obtained as follows. We need 
FST: c,, x c0 -+ c, , 
where FST=(ol, f) for some cr:QxQ-+QxQ and feG(QxQ) 
cc, x co, Cl OffI. 
As for ~1, which intuitively takes a pair of objects (a, t) to (a x r, a), we 
can take 
a= (x,,fst):SZxQ-+QxQ. 
In order to delinefE G(Q x Q)[tc(a.n,, x0 -+ fst], we can use again the 
Cartesian closed structure of G(SZ x Q) and the fact that, by Lemma 11.2.3, 
x,=xooid=xoo(fst,snd)=fstxc(,X,,snd. 
Define then f = n(fst) where fst E G(SZ x Q)[fst x snd, fst]. 
SND is defined analogously. 
It remains to give the pairing isomorphism (( , >>; note first of all that 
the required pullbacks (cf. Theorem 1.3.7, and also the appendix) are given 
by the following data: 
X=[ , ]oxlc[ , ],o(idxfst,idxsnd):Qx(QxSZ)+Q 
Z7,: X+ c1 xc1 (that is, X-+ [ , loxfc- [ , lo) 
17,=((idxfst,idxsnd),id) 
p: X+ co x co x co (that is, X + t,(, X R x n,) 
p= (id, !) 
Y=[ , ],oidxx,:Qx(QxQ)+Q 
n,: Y-t cl (that is, Y -+ [ , lo) 
17, = (id x x0, id) 
p’: Y-+ t G(RXRXQ, 
p’ = (id, !). 
Observe now that, as objects of G(Q x (ax Q)) and interpreting all 
products and exponentials locally in G(SZ x (Q x Q))), 
X=(fst-+fstosnd)x(fst+sndosnd), 
Y=fst+((fstosnd)x(sndosnd)), 
and hence Xz Y, for G(Q x (S2 x Q)) Cartesian closed. 
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The isomorphism 
((, )):X+Y in G 
(0 
is then given by (( , > = (id, f), where f is the isomorphism between X 
and Y in G(Q x (52 x Q)). The required equations are now easily verified. 
Let us now consider the exponents a,, = ([ , IO, !): c,, x cO + cO, where 
[ , lo is given again by Lemma 11.2.3. 
EVAL: cO x cO -+ ci 
is given by a pair, EVAL=(a,f), for c(:~xQ+QxQ and 
fe G(Q x sZ)[c, x cO, ci 0 a]. As for a, whose intuitive content is to send a 
pair of objects (a, r) into (F x 0, T), we can set 
~=<xoo(C , l,,fst),snd). 
We now need ~~G(QxQ)C~~,,.~,, C , lo~<xo~(C , lo,fst),snd)l; 
observe that 
C , 10~(~o~(C , Lfst>,snd) 
=(x,o(C , lo,fst))+d in G(SZ x Q) 
=([ , ],xfst)+snd 
= ((fst -+ snd) x fst) + snd. 
Take then eval,,,,, E G(R x Q)[(fst + snd) x fst, snd] and set 
f= /l(evalrs,,snd) E G(Q x Q)[t,(,.,), ((fst -+ snd) x fst) -+ snd]. 
Before giving the isomorphism A, we need to express the pullback 
diagrams of Theorem 1.3.7 (see also the appendix). They can be instan- 
tiated as 
fG(RxDxR) 
(x0x idn, ! )  
’ fG(,xf2) t 
[” .,ax~~ ,,,yT.:,:)i lo 





A”=[ , loo(xoxid,) Y’=C , lo~(&x C , loI 
l7,, = (x0 x idO, id) Ii’,,= (id, x [ , lo, id) 
o= (idRxRxR, 1) d= (idRxDxR, !). 
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As before, observe that 
X’ = fst x (fst 0 snd) + (snd 0 snd) 
Y’ = fst + ((fst 0 snd) -+ (snd 0 snd)). 
Therefore x’ E Y’, by the Cartesian closure of G(SZ x (Q x Q)). 
The internal Cartesian closed category f E Cat(I G) is actually an inter- 
nal model, when (E, G, Sz) is an external one. In order to define the 
required adjunction we need first to show that we can indeed construct the 
internal category r*, that is the exponents co’0 and cl’0 exist in j G (as for 
the limits, not all the exponents exist in [ G). 
3.1. LEMMA. (i) For any object e of E, of’ exists in j G and it is given 
by tG(Qe). 
tG(e) (ii) For any object e of E, c, exists in j G and it is given b-v 
VC , l,~eval). 
Proof: Set O= tG,e,. 
(i) Note first that in s G, for any e’ and r, every arrow 
(b g): ’ + tG(e’) has g = !. We must then show that, for c; = t,(,.,, the 
following diagram commutes, for any object r and arrow (c(, ! ), 
which is immediate. 
(ii) Let t: e’ -+ Q be any object off G; we are looking for the unique 
n(a, f) such that the following diagram commutes: 
Since LX e’ x e -+ Q x 52, if we set n(cr, f) = (g, f), a natural choice for g is 
cr = n(cc): e’ -+ (52 x Q)‘. Moreover, for (c(, f): r x CJ + [ , lo, we have 
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fEG(e’xe)Czxa, C , loo~l . 
gG(e’xe)[zofst, [ , ],,~a] by IS = tctr) and the definition 
of product in j G 
E G(e’)[rofst, V([ , &,ocr)] via the isomorphism A, 
by the adjunction 
giving the external model 
~G(e’)[rofst,V([ , 10oevalon(a)] by naturality of V. 
We can then define 
cf=V([ , ],oeval): (BxQ)~+Q 
and take f= A(f); the previous diagram then commutes for eval = 
(eval, proj,.,o). 
We can eventually give the data for the adjunction: 
v() : coca + co 
v,=(V,:Q”+a,!). 
As for PROJ= (LX, f): cocO+ cIcO, we need ~1: Q’+ (QxSZ)~ and 
j-e G(QQ)[coc”, clc” 0 cr]. For eval: QQ x Sz -+ Q and fst: QQ x $2 + Q”, set 
CI = ,4( (V, 0 fst, eval) ). As for f, note first that 
coca = t G(QQ) 
and 
c,‘“a=V([ , ]o~eval)~/i((Vo~fst,eval)) 
=V([ , loo (V,ofst,eval)) by naturality of V 
=V((V,ofst)-,eval) by the usual isomorphism. 
We are then looking for f~ G(L?“)[ t GCR~), V( (V, 0 fst) + eval)]; as we did 
in the proof of the previous lemma, let us look for an arrow 
h~G(a~xd)[t,~~n,ofst, (V,ofst) + eval]. The f we need will then be 
A(h). Observe now that projeval E G(s2’ x Q)[Vo 0 fst, eval]; this 
immediately gives the required h in the following diagram: 
t,(,n x R) x (V, 0 fst) E V. 0 fst - eval 
‘.ij /A/ 
(V, 0 fst + eval j x (V, 0 fst) 
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In Pitts (1987) it is further proved that the internal model f E Cat(l G) is 
an internal full subcategory of s GOP (see Johnstone, 1977, for a definition 
of this notion) and that this property is preserved by the Yoneda embed- 
ding, thus yielding what Pitts calls a topos model for & (see Section II.7 for 
some motivations). Note, now, that E is fully and faithfully embedded in 
s G by the functor T: E + f G such that 
T(e) = (e, !) 
T(K e + e’) = (~1, id). 
Moreover, there is a finite product preserving functor P: f G + E, such that 
PO T= id, defined as 
P(0: e + Q) = e 
P((a, f)) = a 
and P is left adjoint to T (and so also T preserves products). 
The two presheaves categories EoP + Set and f GOP -+ Set are therefore 
related, and it is natural to ask whether, given an external model (E, G, Q), 
there is some relation between the internal model C eCat(EoP + Set) 
obtained in 11.6.9 and Pitts’ YTeCat(f GOP + Set). An answer to this 
question (see also Pitts, 1987) goes as follows. 
Note, first of all, that the two internal G and Yf can be equivalently 
seen as external models (by the correspondence between indexed categories 
and internal categories in presheaves categories already discussed at length) 
and it is under this presentation that we will compare them. From the 
embedding of E into f G we obtain the indexed categories 
GOP: GoP-+Cat s 
YfoT: EoP-+Caf 
and the original question can then be better formulated as asking whether 
there are relations between YT and Go P as indexed categories on 1 G or 
between G and YT0 T as indexed categories on E. 
By definition of I- and Y we have 
YT(o: e + Sz) = category with 
objects: s GCa, co] = { (fi, !) 1 fi: e + 52, !: 0 + to(,)} 
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morphisms: 
s GCa, c,l = {(Y, g) I Y: e ---+QxQ, gEG(e)[a, C , lo~rl) 
domain and codomain are given by (y, g): (fst 07, !) + (snd 07, !); 
Yf((a, f): (a: e + 52) + (T: e’ -+ Q)): Yf(0) + Ye 
YT((a, f)M !) = (A ! 1 o (6 f) 
WC4 f))(YY 8) = (YY g) o (4 f). 
As for G 0 P, we have 
GoP(a:e-+Q)=G(e) 
G 0 P((rx, f): (0: e + Q) + (7: e’ + Sz)) = G(u). 
Observe, now, that the objects of YT(a: e + Q) are in one to one corre- 
spondence to the objects of G 0 P(o: e + s2) = G(e), but this is not true for 
the morphisms. Recalling that exponents in the local categories are given by 
composition with the arrow [ , lo, it is not difficult to see that 
Yf(a: e + B)[(a, !), (b, !)] g G(e)[a x a, /?I. 
Indeed this “fattening” of the horn-sets is the main reason for going 
through the Grothendieck completion. 
The other comparison, however, gives rise to equivalent categories. In 
fact, 
Yfo T(e) = YT(t,(,,: e + 52) = category with 
objects: 
s GCtc(e,, co1 = {V, id) I P: e -, 0, id: t,(,) -, t,(,)) 
morphisms: 
s W-tow ~11 
= {(y, g) 1 y:e+QxQ, gEG(e)Ct,(,,, C , lo~yl} 
domain and codomain are given by (y, g): (fst 0 y, !) --t (snd 0 y, !); 
Yfo T(f: e -+ e’) = Yf((a, id): (to(,): e -+ Q) + (to,,.,: e’ + ~2)) 
:YT(to,e,,) + WtG(ed 
Yfo T(f)@, id) = (/I, id) 0 (a, id) = (/IO CI, id) 
~0 W)(Y, 8) = (Y, g)o (01, id). 
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Now we still have a one-to-one correspondence between the objects of the 
local categories, and moreover 
Checking that these one-to-one correspondences are both natural in e, and 
that therefore they are an equivalence of the two functors YTo T and G, is 
straightforward. 
APPENDIX: INTERNAL ADJUNCTIONS AND CCC’s 
This appendix, based on Asperti (1988), contains a detailed analysis of 
internal adjunctions and Cartesian closed categories. 
By definition, an internal adjunction (F, G, 4): c -+ d is given by two 
internal functors F c + d, G: d -+ c, and an isomorphism 
4: (Fx IdzP)* (horn,) -+ (Id, x GOP)* (horn,.) 
between presheaves on c x doP. 




Y x,, c, x d, - c, x,, c, x c, 
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where (d,, o,,, a,) is the internal horn-functor of d, and (cl, ob, a;) is the 
internal horn-functor of c. In particular 
cr,,= (DOM,COD):d, +doxdO 
~~=(DOM,COD):~,-,C~X~~ 
respectively represent d, and c1 as indexed collections of morphisms over 
do x do and co x co. The formal definition of G, and o’, is 
More intuitively, they are both described by the lambda term 
lfgh.hof og 
(recall that hom[f, g](h)=hofog). 
Note also that DOM: cI x d, + c0 x do = DOM, x COD, because we are 
working in c x doP. 
X and Y are respectively the pullbacks of 
co = (DOM, COD): d, + do x do, f. x id: co x do + do x do 
~~=(DOM,COD):c,+coxco, idxgo:coxdo~doxdO. 
Thus, informally, 
X= {(a, b, h) E co x do x d, 1 h: fo(a) + 6) = d[fo(a), b] 
Y= {(a, b, k)~c~xd~xc, ( k:a+g,(b)) =~[a, g,(b)]. 
4: X+ Y is the natural isomorphism of the adjunction. 
q5 works on triples of the kind (a, b, h) E co x do x d,, where h: fo(a) + b. 
The first two components, a and b, are the indexes of the natural transfor- 
mation: since & 0 4 = po, these indexes are left unchanged by 4, and an 
“external-like” writing for #(a, 6, h) would be #Jh). At the external level 
it is common practice to omit these indexes; the formal complexity of the 
internal theory is mostly due to the necessity to cope with these details. 
The naturality of 4 is expressed by the property 
q50p,=p;o~xoid. (t) 
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Still.using our informal notation, by (t), for all (a, b, h) in X, k in c1 and 
1 in d, such that 
dam(k) = a’ 
cod(k) = a (that implies cod(f,(k)) =fo(a) = dam(h)) 
dam(i) = b = cod(h) 
cod(l) = b’, 
we have 
~a,,h’(lohOfi(k))=g1(1)0~o,6(h)0k. (*I 
This is the familiar way the naturality of 4 is expressed at the external level. 
Let us show, in this informal notation, that (t) implies (*): 
d,~,,,(lohof,(k))= (n,od)(a’, b’, ~ohof,(k)) 
= (n,o4)(a’, b’, a,@, f (k), 4) by def. of 0, 
= (~,o~oP,)((u, 6, h), k 4 
by the diagram for the adjunction 
= (fl,.opiod x0 id)((u, b, h), k, 4 by (7) 
=(a’,~Z7,x,(idxg,)~~x,id)((u,b,h),k,I) 
by the diagram for the adjunction 
= a’,((n,otiNa, b, h), k g,(O) 
= a;(da,,V~L k g,(O) 
=s,(Oo$,.,(h)ok by def. of a’, . 
Given an adjunction (F, G, 4): C-+ D, the arrows da,F(aJ(idF(rr)) and 
$&J,b(idG(bJ) are respectively called Unit and Counit of the adjunction (for 
a and b). Units and Counits fully specify the behavior of 4 and d- ’ since 
These properties allow us to give at the external level the well-known 
equational characterization of the notion of adjunction. In particular, 
the definition of Cartesian closed category based on the counits of the 
adjunctions plays a central role in the semantic investigation of the lambda 
calculus, since it provides the underlying applicative structure needed for 
the interpretation. Remember that the counits of the adjunctions defining 
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products and exponents are respectively the projections associated with the 
products and the evaluation functions associated to the function spaces. 
Now we show how to mimic the same work at the internal level. 
A. 1. DEFINITION. Let (F, G, +4 ): c + d be an internal adjunction from c 





where X and Y are as in the diagram for the definition of adjunction. 
Note that ID, takes an element a in c0 and gives the associated identity 
id F(rr) as an element in X. The definition of Unit is then clear. As one 
expects, Unit is an internal natural transformation from Z = (id, id) to G 0 F, 
and Counit: do + d, is an internal natural transformation from Fo G to 
Z= (id, id). The proof is straightforward (Asperti, 1988). 
It is now not difficult to prove that every internal adjunction 
(F, G, 4 ): c -t d is fully determined by the following data: 
- the functor G: d -+ c, 
- an arrow f0 : c0 -+ d,, 
- an arrow Unit: c0 + c, such that DOM 0 Unit = id, COD 0 Unit = 
goof0 
- an arrow 4-i: X-+ Y, 
where X and Y are respectively the pullbacks of 
(DOM, COD ): d, + do x d,, SO x id: co x do + do x do 
(DOM,COD):c,~~~x~,,idxg~:c,xd,~c,xc, 
and moreover the previous functions satisfy the equations 
(i) (Po,COMP~(g,~17,,Unit~p,~po),),o~-’=id, 
(ii) &‘o(pO, COMP~(g,~n,,Unit~p,op,),),=id,. 
Indeed the arrow fO: co -+ do can be extended to a functor F = 
(h,fi):c-+d, by 
fi=~,O#-l 0 ((DOM,f,oCOD), COMPo (UnitoCOD, id)o)o: c1 +4. 
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The inverse of 4 -’ is 
4= Go, COMP~<g,o~,, Unit~p,~po),),. 
Note that, by (i) and (ii), 4 and 4-I define an isomorphism. The non- 
trivial fact is to prove that they are morphisms of presheaves (i.e., to prove 
their naturahty), but again the proof is a mere internal rewriting of the 
corresponding “external” result. 
Dually, if we have the following data: 
- a functor F: c + d, 
- an arrow g,:d,-+c,, 
- an arrow Counit: d, + d, such that DOM o Counit = f0 o g,, 
COD 0 Counit = id, 
- an arrow (5: X+ Y, 
where X and Y are respectively the pullbacks of 
(DOM, COD): d, -+ d,, x d,, fO x id: co x 4 + do x 4 
(DOM,COD):~,-+c~xc~,idxg~:c~xd~+c~xc~ 
and the previous functions satisfy the equations 
(i) (pb,COMPo(Counitop,,~pb,f,on,),),o~=id, 
(ii) q4o(pb,COMPo(Counit~p,opb,f,o~,),),=id~ 
then we define an adjunction (F, G,$): c + d, in the following way: the 
arrow go: do + co can be extended to a functor G = (go, g,): c + d, by 
The inverse of 4 is 
We are now in a position to study internal Cartesian closed categories 
from an “equational” point of view. This work is useful to exploit the 
applicative structure underlying the notion of internal CCC. Without it, we 
would not be able to define any direct notion of interpretation of formal 
functional calcuh inside the model. Recall that 
A.2 DEFINITION. An internal Cartesian closed category is an internal 
category c E Cat(E) with three adjunctions, the third one with parameter in c: 
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(1) (0, T,@):c+l where 1 is the internal terminal category, 
(2) (d, X, < , >): c + c x c where d is the internal diagonal functor, 
(3) <x, C , l,A):c-,c where this adjunction has parameters in c. 
By the previous results, we can express the three adjunctions of the pre- 
vious definitions by means of their counits: 
A.3. DEFINITION. An internal terminal object in c E Cat( E)s specified by 
- an arrow to: t-+cO, 
- an arrow 0: c0 + Z, 
where Z is the pullback of 
(DOM, COD): ci + c0 x cO, 
idxt,:c,xt+c,xc,, 
I (id, ‘co> I , (id. id) !qx id l I c,xt------+ txt 
Y  idx~o<+~: 
c,xt- coxco 
and moreover 
(a) 00 (y, !Z),=0op,oy=id, 
(b) (y, !Z),~0=p,~y~@=id,, 
where !Z is the unique morphism in E from Z to the terminal object t. 
Intuitively to: t + co points to that element in co which is the terminal 
object. Z is the subset of c1 of all those morphisms which have the terminal 
object as target; Z must then be in a bijective relation @ with co; @I takes 
an object a in c0 to the unique morphism !, in Z from a to the terminal 
object. 
The previous diagram can be greatly simplified. As a matter of fact, it 
amounts to saying that there is an arrow t o: t + co such that the following 
diagram is a pullback: 
in 




id x q, 1 
co E co x t - co x co 
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in: c0 + c1 is the operation which takes every element a in c0 to the unique 
arrow !a in cr whose target is the terminal object; in terms of the previous 
diagram, in = ZZ, 0 8. 
A.4. DEFINITION. An internal category c has products, iff there exist 
- an arrow xO:cOxcO+cO, 
- two arrows FST: c0 x c0 -+ cr, SND: c,, x c0 + c, such that 
DOM 0 FST = DOM 0 SND = x,, 
COD”FST=p,, CODoSND=p, 
(Notation: FST,,, =FSTo(a,b); SND,,,=SNDo(u,b)) 
- an arrow < , >:X+ Y, 
where X and Y are respectively the pullbacks in the following diagram 
(A, = (id, id)): 







P’ (DOM. COD) 
AOxld 1 id x q  1 
co x co x co - co x co x co x co co x co x co - co x co 
and moreover 
(CO) P’“< 3 >>=p 
(cl) (FSTOP~OP)@(~P< 3 >>)=PI”~x 
(~2) WDOPZOP)@ (n,o < 2 >>) =PTO~X 
(d) < , >>o(p’, (FSTOP~O~‘)@)~~~, (SNDop,op’)@17.)),=id. 
wheref@g=COMPo(f, g)o. 
A.5. DEFINITION. An internal category is Cartesian, iff it has a terminal 
object and products. 
As the definition fxg= (fop,, gap,) extends x to a functor from 
C x C to C for any Cartesian C, also the internal x0 can be extended to 
morphisms: 
A.6. PROPOSITION. Let x1: cl x c, -+ cl be defined by x1 = IZ,o (( , > o 
((xo~DOMc.c, COD,..), (ids(FST~DOM,,.),id@(SND~DOM,..)), 
where us above, f @ g = COMP 0 (f, g),. 
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Then x = (x,,, x1): c x c + c is an internal functor. 
Proof. Easy. 
A.7. Remark. Note that, if f, g: e + c,, DOM 0 f = a, COD 0 f = c, 
DOMog=b, CODog=d, then xio(J;g)=Z7,0((, >~((~~~(a,b),(c,d)), 
(f @FST,.,, g@ SND,.,)),. 
A.8. DEFINITION. An internal Cartesian category has exponents iff there 
exist: 
- an arrow [ , ]O:cOxcO-+cO, 
- an arrow EVAL: c0 x c0 -+ ci such that 
DOM~EVAL=x,~<C , Io,P~), 
COD 0 EVAL =p2 
(Notation: EVAL,, = EVAL 0 (a, b)) 







’ Cl + Cl 
I 
CT < DOM. COD) 
I 
CT’ <DOM!COD> 
qxid I id x C . IO 1 
co x co x co - co x co coxcoxco- cgxco 
and moreover 
(e0) rr’o A = r~ (to within the isomorphism (a x b) x c z a x (b x c)) 
(el) (EVALOP~O~)@(X~O(~,,~A,IDOP~OP~O~))=~~~, 
(f) A~(a’,(EVAL~p,~a’)@(x,~(~,,,ID~~1~~2~6’)))0=idY~ 
where f @ g = COMP 0 (f, g j. and xi is the morphism of Proposition A.6. 
A.9. PROPOSITION. An internal Cartesian closed category is an internal 
Cartesian category with exponents. 
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